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Brindille

Rights Sold: 
English (World), Portuguese

Discover Rémi Courgeon’s universe, where every character 
teaches us something. 
Author of numerous children’s books, Remi Courgeon has a talent for 
bringing to life endearing characters full of life. Discover magnificent 
stories where imagination and reality mix together. With each picture 
book he surprises his audience. 

Rémi Courgeon was born 
in Choisy-le-Roi, in the Val-
de-Marne region. After gra-
duating from the Ecole Es-
tienne, he began working 
in advertising and created 
cartoon reports for maga-
zines and NGOs. He is also a 
painter, and his work is regu-
larly exhibited in France and 
abroad. He has written and 
illustrated numerous pic-
ture books. He was awarded 
the ‘Prix Chrétien de Troyes’ 
in 2013 and the ‘Best Illus-
trated Children’s Book Award’ 
in 2017 for “Brindille”, a book 
recommended by the French 
Education Ministry. His pic-
ture book “Blancs comme 
neige” also won the ‘Prix 
Gayant Lecture’ in 2015, and 
“Tiens-toi droite” was awar-
ded the ‘Prix Facile’ in 2020. 
He currently lives in Les Lilas, 
on the outskirts of Paris.

Number of titles: 8

The beautiful story of 
a little girl who takes 
matter into her own 
hands

Meet Ferdinand, 
a character who 

becomes more and 
more secretive and 

strange as Christmas 
approaches...

More than 31,000 books sold! 

Le mystère 
Ferdinand

RÉMI COURGEONAUTHORS
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Rémi Courgeon tells us 
about Gustave Eiffel’s 

dreamy beginnings, 
through the portrait of his 

two muses: Passion and 
Patience

Passion et 
Patience

Rémi Courgeon
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Adjoa, tiens-toi droite.
Je l'ai entendu

combien de fois dans ma vie,
cette chanson?

Ici, à Djougou,

pour faire grandir une fillette,

on lui pose

des trucs sur la tête

et elle doit 

les pousser

le plus haut possible

vers le ciel, 

sans les faire tomber.

Plus elle grandit, plus c'est lourd. 

TTD 2.qxp_TTD nov  21/03/2018  15:40  Page1
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Rémi Courgeon 
offers us a 
magnificent portrait 
of a young woman 
from Benin who 
takes her life in 
hand.

Ta peau contre 
la mienne

RÉMI COURGEON

A story that 
questions the 
relationship between 
man and animal

Tiens-toi 
droite

AUTHORS RÉMI COURGEON
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Rights Sold: 
Castilian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Simplified), English (Can), 
English (USA), Indonesian, 
Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, 
Spanish (World)

Discover the magnificient and poetic picture books of  
Sybille Delacroix 
In small touches, Sibylle Delacroix explores different moments in chil-
dren’s life: sadness, borderoom, happiness. With her illustrations, she 
gives life to incredible universes. Enter the most poetic of worlds. 

Born in 1974 in Brussels, she 
graduated from the École 
de recherche graphique 
de Bruxelles and has been 
working as an illustrator and 
graphic designer since 2000. 
She has illustrated classic 
tales for Duculot. She lives 
in Revel, Haute-Garonne.
Her books for children 
have been published by 
Bayard: Les p’tits noms, J’ai 
peur, Ronchonette Cocolle, 
Blanche hait la nuit, Graines 
de sable and the Cléo series.

Number of titles: 10

Beautiful and poetic 
picture books that you 
can’t get enough of 

Rêve de neige
Les Trois Ours 
chez Boucle d'Or
Graines de sable
Les larmes

More than 22,000 picture books sold! 

SIBYLLE DELACROIXAUTHORS
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 SERIES

Le gros rhume 
du Petit 
Éléphant

Cléo et les 
bisous

A little series full of colors 
to help children learn to deal 
with their many emotions 

The most beautiful of 
stories in the famous 

‘Beautiful stories’ series

More than 8,000 books sold! 

More than 30,000 books sold in the series! 

AUTHORS SIBYLLE DELACROIX
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Xavier Deneux

Ma petite
salade de fruits

Un livre 
animé !

BLACK AND W
H

ITEMes jouets
Ma petite 
salade de fruits
Mes animaux
Mes animaux 
tout doux
Mes animaux 
tout doux du 
jardin
Mes animaux 
de la ferme
Mes rêves
Mes livres
Mes gros 
animaux 
gloutons

Mes petits 
animaux

Le petit 
chaperon 
rouge

A unique artistic 
work, which 
combines 
illustrations, 
shadow puppets 
and photographs

Touch and feel 
elements

Entrancing 
illustrations combine 
with simple words to 
create an eye-catching 
and delightful book

AUTHORS XAVIER DENEUX

More than 100,000 books sold worldwide! 
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Rights Sold: 
15 languages

‘I have always like the graphic simplicity which allows you 
to have strength in the the visual’
Discover the creative and graphic universe of Xavier Deneux. He likes 
to play with shapes and materials to give children a new reading  
experience.   

Xavier Deneux was born in 
1969 in Calvados. After high 
school, he applied to ESAG 
(École supérieure d’art gra-
phique) Penninghen and gra-
duated in 1994. He is passio-
nate about Eastern European 
graphic design and began to 
work on various books with 
his thesis supervisor, Roman 
Cieslewicz. He then gained a 
great deal of experience in 
advertising and packaging. 
His career took a turn in 2000 
when he met the founder 
of Mila Éditions, and illus-
trated his first picture book, 
“L’École du cirque”. From then 
on, Xavier Deneux began 
drawing for children full-
time in various sectors, such 
as the press, publishing, ga-
mes and cartoons. He started 
to create his own collections, 
driven by a desire to inno-
vate. He lives in Paris.

Number of titles: 50

Puzzle
Books:
Brique à
brique
Petit à petit
Derrière il
y a

Les couleurs
Les émotions
Les chiffres
Les contraires

Mon petit 
marché
Ma petite 
ferme

Play with shapes 
and colors!

Look who is hiding 
behind the sun!

XAVIER DENEUXAUTHORS
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Rights Sold: 
Brazilian, Castilian, Catalan,
Dutch, German, Greek, 
Hebrew, Italian,Korean, 
Polish, Portuguese, Russian, 
Slovenian, Ukrainian

Discover the universe of the creator of the famous Mortelle Adèle! 
Antoine Dole, alias Mr Tan, has created several comic book universes for 
the publishing world and for children’s newspapers and
magazines. A prolific author, he’s also written manga comics and numer-
ous novel for teenagers and young adults, all widely acclaimed by critics, 
and for which he’s won several awards.

Antoine Dole, aka Mr Tan, is 
a comic book writer and pro-
lific author. His comics have 
been published in both books 
(Bayard, Actes Sud, Casterman, 
Gallimard BD, Glénat, etc.) 
and children’s magazines (“Le 
Journal de Mickey”, Bayard 
Presse, Milan Presse). Antoine 
Dole has also written a num-
ber of widely acclaimed and 
award-winning manga books 
and novels for teenagers 
and young adults. He is best 
known for his outspoken and 
brazen character, Mortelle 
Adèle, who he created when 
he was 14 years old. Through 
her light-hearted and 
mischievous adventures, he 
explores childhood fantasies 
and the question of norms 
and differences. Beyond the 
storylines, Mr Tan therefore 
shaped Adèle’s personality 
and sketched her very first 
outlines in his schoolbooks. 

Number of titles: 44

NO

VELS

Mortel un 
jour, mortel 
toujours !
Les bêtises, 
c'est 
maintenant !
Debout les 
bizarres ! 

La galaxie des 
Bizarres
Au pays des 
contes défaits

Mortelle 
Adèle
19 volumes  
published

More than  7 million 
copies sold

More than 11 million books sold! 

Ajax: 
3 volumes 
published

AUTHORS MR TAN

NEW
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ING BOOKS
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KSTales:
Le petit poucet
Boucle d'or 
Chat botté
Le vilain petit 
canard
Le petit 
chaperon 
rouge
Les trois petits 
cochons
Blanche-neige

Rhymes:
Un grand cerf
Pirouette
cacahouète
Mes animaux 
du jardin
Promenons-
nous
dans les bois
Une poule sur 
un mur
La famille 
tortue
AND MORE

Une poule sur un mur

U
ne

 p
ou

le
 s

ur
 u

n 
m

ur

Xavier Deneux

Une poule sur un mur

Learn nursery rhymes 
while developing fine 
motorskill

The most famous  
tales in a funny 
format children can 
play with

More than 2 million books sold worldwide! 

XAVIER DENEUX
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Rights Sold: 
Castilian, Cataln, English (North
America), Italian, Japanese,
Korean, Portuguese, Thailand

‘I am infinitely more alive when I am with children than 
with adults’
Handling the art of derision and burlesque, Edouard Manceau offers texts 
that know how to speak to children without tackling the problems of 
everyday life head on.  
His books do not function as mirrors of everyday life. But they are very 
close to what children experience. But it’s not dated. His books cross the 
ages.

Édouard Manceau was born 
in 1969 in Vendée, where he 
grew up in the countryside. 
At school, he preferred to 
play with his brothers, sis-
ters, and cousins. He began 
to work with children when 
he was 16, and really enjoyed 
these interactions. He joined 
the Ecole des Beaux-Arts 
d’Angers at the age of 22 and 
graduated with a degree in 
visual communications. After 
travelling the world in the 
1990s, he began to exhibit 
his work as a painter. Then 
he began to write stories for 
little ones and his first book 
was published in 1999. He 
has written more than one 
hundred children’s books, of-
ten translated abroad. 

Number of titles: 16

Pull the tabs to discover 
this cute little story about 
an unusual family made of 
doodles children can do

La famille 
gribouillis
Nom d'un 
champignon

More than 44,000 
toddlers books sold! 

ÉDOUARD MANCEAUAUTHORS

PI
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L'Imagier Toc-toc
Le Père Noël est 
tombé dedans !
Merci le vent !
Tout pour ma 
pomme
Tous pareils !
Si tous les éléphants 
s'appelaient 
Bertrand...
Ma poule raboule !
Roule ma poule !
Le Pull de ma poule

ROULE 
MA POULE !

Édouard Manceau

“Incorruptibles” Award 2011

“Incorruptibles” Award 2012

More than 1Mpicture books sold! 

AUTHORS ÉDOUARD MANCEAU
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Cric Crac,  
qui est là ?

Discover which animal 
hides behind the egg 

by pulling the tabs

Bravo, petits 
doigts !

A tender and clever 
«hole-in-the-wall» 

book, to be animated 
with your fingers! 

On the way, life’s treasures 
fall right into place in this 
picture book!

Ça tombe à 
pic !

AUTHORS TRISTAN MORY
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Rights Sold: 
Castilian, Catalan, Chinese
(Complex), Dutch, English
(World), German, Japanese,
Polish, Slovenian, Spanish 
(World)

‘For toddlers, I like to imagine the book as a cuddly toy 
that encourages them to play’
He is one of those artists for whom childhood is there, right at the edge 
of the eyes. His mischievousness is on his pupils as on those of his char-
acters. Characters who are not afraid of the pull-tabs, the riddles, and 
even less afraid of appearing a little silly. With a black outline, he invents 
a thousand stories. With a single colour, he knows how to make them 
funny. With a simple animation, he brings out the laughter.
Tristan is one of those who you want to see grow up while hoping that 
they will always keep their childlike soul, which is simply genius.Tristan Mory was born in 

1981 in Clichy (Hauts-de-
Seine). He studied mechani-
cal engineering and then vi-
sual communications, but his 
dream was always to draw 
– which he had been doing 
from a young age – and to 
work with children. A fan of 
illustration and a children’s 
book collector, he began his 
career as a graphic designer 
at Milan Presse: “J’apprends 
à lire”, “Toboggan”, “Toupie”, 
“Histoires pour les petits”. 
He gradually became a full-
time freelance illustrator and 
published his first book with 
Actes Sud Junior,  and then, 
his first picture books publi-
shed by Milan. He loves pop-
ups and enjoys exploring the 
mechanisms of interactive 
books, in a popular and time-
less style that is constantly 
evolving. Tristan Mory lives 
and works in Toulouse.

Number of titles: 5

Pull the tabs 
to discover 

the animals

Who is hiding behind 
the heart?  
An elephant of course! 

More than 75,000 books sold! 

Qui suis-
je ?

Devine 
quoi ! 

TRISTAN MORYAUTHORS
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Livre de 
coloriages
Le livre avec 
un trou
Imaginier
Batailles de 
couleur
À toi de 
gribouiller
Points Points

An explosion of 
shapes and colours

Ateliers 
dessins
Dessine !
L'Expo Idéale
Un memo
Un jeu

AUTHORS HERVÉ TULLET
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More than 7 million books sold worldwide ! 

Rights Sold: 
42 langages 

Hervé Tullet has become a reference in the world of books 
for the very young!
Hervé Tullet, an artist who creates fun and uninhibited art, invites the 
young and old to unleash their creativity. 

Hervé Tullet is the author 
of Un livre (2 million copies 
sold worldwide, 32 langages), 
Couleurs and On joue. Crea-
tor of about 75 children’s 
books, Hervé Tullet loves to 
provoke surprises when he 
meets children and the ma-
gic also works througt his 
much-awaited books. 

Number of titles: 25

Imagination and 
interactivity 

Un livre
On joue ?
Couleurs
Une idée !
OH ! Un livre
qui fait des
sons
Un livre
(board book)
Couleurs
(board book)
La Danse des 
Mains

Accordion
series:
Danse !
Regarde !
Fleurs !
Formes !

OH ! OH !
Copain ? 
Kôpain !
Fort, vraiment 
fort !
Petit ou 
grand ?
J'arrive !

HERVÉ TULLETAUTHORS
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Rights Sold: 
Basque, Chinese (Simplified),
Dutch, English (World),
Japanese

Claire Zucchelli-Romer likes to help children learn while 
playing. 
Imagine kiddies’ fingers becoming little characters to animate! 
That’s the idea oft these books, designed like a dance floor!  
These books - where play is the key word - develop motor skills and  
stimulate children’s imagination.

Even as a child, she cut out 
coloured paper, drew and 
created stories. She spent 
her childhood in a family 
of artists, where she shar-
pened her eye and stimu-
lated her thirst for discovery.  
She became a doctor. She has 
three children. She creates 
CYZRCREA with Y. Romer 
and starts to create cartoons 
and visual art objects. She 
is passionate about creating 
books: book-games, book-ob-
jects, pop-up sculpture books, 
book-poems. She believes in 
the power of books to help 
people discover the world.

Number of titles: 4

Les émotions au 
bout des petits 
doigts
Les petits doigts 
sur le chemin de 
l'école
Les petits doigts 
qui dansent
Les petits doigts 
contraires

Your little fingers are all 
excited. They caress, they 
prick, they rub... Your little 
fingers are sure to want to 
have fun! 

More than 80,000 books sold worldwide! 

AUTHORS CLAIRE ZUCCHELLI-ROMER

TODDLERSTODDLERS
SPRING 2024SPRING 2024



Mon premier 
livre des 
couleurs à 
toucher
My First Touch And Feel Color 

Book

By Marion Billet

A sensory cloth book to stimulate baby with 14 
textures to touch!
A large book about colors: one or two colors dominate each page 
(yellow and orange, blue, green, red and brown, pink and purple, 
black and white), to introduce little ones to these early learning 
notions. 

A total of 14 different fabrics to touch! – satin, velvet, felt, cotton, faux 
leather, etc. starting from the cover

With Marion Billet’s soft 
and cute illustrations

Monochrome page to 
enhance contrast for 
baby’s vision of each 
spread

Marion Billet has already illustrated 
sing-along nursery rhyme books for 
Milan. She works with lots of different 
publishers on an international scale, as 
well as in the textile industry.

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Catalan, Dutch, 
English (World)

240 x 280 mm
Cloth book
6 pp
€19.90
Age 0+
Pub date: October 2021

EAN: 9791027610136

Mes animaux à 
attraper
My Animals To Catch

By Marion Billet

A touch-and-feel book to grab, with animal parts 
sticking out of the pages
An original and attractive touch-and-feel book, with animal parts 
sticking out of each page (tail or ears), to grab, touch, chew on, 
crumple, etc.

Perfect book for little hands and curious minds!

Crinkle paper 
inside the animal 
parts

Marion Billet
Marion Billet has already illustrated 
sing-along nursery rhyme books for 
Milan. She works with lots of different 
publishers on an international scale, as 
well as in the textile industry..

An elastic corkscrew 
tail

190 x 190 mm
Cloth book
6 pp
€14,90
Age 0+
Pub date: September 2022

EAN: 9791027610419

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Catalan, Dutch, Greek

TODDLERS TODDLERS LIVRE TISSU
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Mes premières 
saisons
First Seasons

By Delphine Chedru

Rights Sold:

A big format poetic touch-and-feel book for baby’s 
first year.
5 different textures to touch (satin, felt, fur, etc.), flaps to lift and a 
sound feature in this big format cloth book.

A poetic journey through baby’s first seasons: spring, summer, 
autumn, winter… before starting over again!

Delphine Chedru’s 
colorful and poetic 
illustrations

Lots of different 
textures240 x 280 mm

Cloth book
6 pp
€19.90
Age 0+
Pub date: November 2022

EAN: 9791027610709

Ah ! Les 
crocodiles
Crocodiles !

Illustrated by Lisa Sanchis

Rights Sold:

A new edition of this soft, crocodile-shaped cloth 
book to unfold and sing the famous nursery rhyme.

A large object (almost a metre long) in a plastic-free packaging, made 
of high quality finish.

Already 9,000 copies of the first edition sold!

A soft fabric with little 
bumps to caress

A superb manufacture and an 
innovative design: A sound poet, 
squeaky paper and materials to 
touch

830 x 160 mm
€16,90
Age 0+
Pub date: September 2023

EAN: 9791027611751

Korean

LIVRE TISSUTODDLERS LIVRE TISSUTODDLERS
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Coucou ? Caché !
Hello ? Hidden !

Illustrated by Sarah 
Andreacchio

Rights Sold:

A new edition of this cloth book with flaps to play 
with your child.

A hide and seek book with surprises on each page: hiding in the 
duck’s beak is a tiny duck, under its wings, an owl is hiding a cuddly 
toy, a goat is hiding its chocolate spots…
The first edition sold 5,000 copies. For this new edition, we are 
offering a more attractive price, 6 euros less!

Contrasting colors, 
perfectly adapted to 
baby’s vision

A smaller format, wit-
hout sound bites

180 x 180 mm
6 pp
€14,90
Age 0+
Pub date: September 2023

EAN: 9791027611744

Spanish (Spain)

Voyage 
Travel

Illustrated by Elsa Fouquier

Rights Sold:

Under the sea, in the forest, in the sky, on the ice 
floe... babies go on a journey and learn through 
observation and manipulation. Voyage, the first big 
activity book made of fabric for babies.

Soft materials to caress or make noise, cords to catch, flaps to lift, 
a mirror to look at oneself: this large fabric book will be the ideal 
companion to awaken baby. A very large format that allows you to 
immerse yourself in Elsa Fouquier's poetic universe, with its pastel 
colours and more contrasting foreground elements to attract the 
baby's attention.
Milan is the 2nd largest publisher of cloth books: + 42% of copies 
sold between 2021 and 2022.

Careful quality, in line 
with our know-how

Soft images

Elegant manufacturing

250 x 250 mm
8 pp
€22,50
Age 0+
Pub date: October 2023

EAN: 9782408046927

LIVRE TISSUTODDLERS LIVRE TISSUTODDLERS
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Pomme de 
reinette
Illustrated by Lisa Sanchis

Rights Sold:

The famous nursery rhyme "Pomme de reinette 
et pomme d'api" to be sung and played for the 
pleasure of the very young !

The book contains holes in the pages for a fabric caterpillar, squeaky 
paper, materials to touch (velvet and leather), and a little fabric 
hammer: superb craftsmanship and innovative design!

By Lisa Sanchis, illustrator and designer of "La souris verte
souris verte" (44,000 copies sold), Ah! les crocodiles (14,000 copies 
sold) and "La famille Tortue" (10,000 copies sold).
This book offers a meticulous, well-thought-out production: it is solid 
and made to last... except for the cardboard packaging, which should 
be recycled!

An interactive nursery 
rhyme for memorising, 
manipulating and 
having fun!

200 x 200 mm
6 pp
16,90€
Age 0+
Pub date: October 2023

EAN: 9791027611461

Mon grand livre 
d'éveil tactile
My Big Tactile Learning Book

Illustrated by Elena Selena

Rights Sold:

A new edition of a touch and feel book for the 
child to explore with their fingertips and palm of 
their hand.

A tactile exploration following the journey of an adorable little 
bee (stuffed toy). The child moves the stuffed toy through different 
landscapes (flowers, a meadow, a field, a pond) and textures. And 
at the end of the journey, the little bee frees some fish trapped in a 
net. A narrative and emotional thread that accompanies the child 
throughout the book. 
Previous editions have been a great success, with 24,000 sales!

A superb large-format book 
with colourful illustrations : 
The perfect gift for the little 
ones!

A variety of textures to 
discover a range of feelings 
and sensations!

240 x 280 mm
8 pp
€25,00
Age 0+
Pub date: October 2023

EAN: 9791027612000

Danish, Dutch, Catalan, Spanish 
(Spain)

TODDLERS LIVRE TISSU LIVRE TISSUTODDLERS
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Good morning  !

Guten Tag  !

Buongiorno  !

¡ Buenos días  !

Bonjour !

© Laurence Jammes et Marc Clamens pour

120

110

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

¡ Buenas noches  !

Good night !

Gute Nacht !

Buona notte !

Bonne nuit !

120

110

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

Ma toise en tissu
My Cloth Measuring Rod

By Laurence Jammes • 
Illustrated by Marc Clamens

Rights Sold:

A fabric book to unfold and hang up to measure 
your child.

The height gauge is attached with 2 ribbons and can be used to 
measure your child up to 120 cm (approx. 6/7 years old).
Thanks to a double-sided print, you can see the life of a tree during 
the day and at night. On one side, the sun shines: hello ladybirds, 
birds, squirrel, rabbit... On the other, the moon shines: good night 
bats, owls, foxes, glow worms glow worms...

10 coloured felt flaps 
to lift and discover 
the little animals 
that live in a tree.

Words to have fun 
saying "Hello" and "Good 
night" in 5 languages.

175 x 175 mm
2 sides
€18,90
Age 0+
Pub date: October 2023

EAN: 9791027611584

Mon premier 
livre animé en 
tissu
My First Cloth Animated Book

Illustrated by Elena Selena

A sensory-rich cloth book for babies!
Flaps to lift, sound elements, crinkle paper, objects to move… more 
than 10 interactive cloth features!
Early learning for little ones: shapes and colors – first words – 
opposites – numbers.

Learning points:
• Developing fine motor skills
• Exploring sounds
• Discovering first words

First words 
written in bold 

Squeaky 
paper Flaps to lift 

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Catalan

240 x 280 mm
Softcover, touch and feel, 
sound book
6 pp
€18.90
Age 0+
Pub date: November 2022

EAN: 9791027610693

LIVRE TISSUTODDLERS TODDLERS
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More than 45,000 copies sold worldwide!

An easy to grab rattle-book, thanks to the 
two handles.
With each of baby’s movements, the clever manufacturing creates soft 
sounds and reveals new images. Perfect for gently awakening a baby’s 
curiosity. The parent is the narrator, speaking directly to the child. 
Together, through poetic illustrations, they embark on a journey to 
discover a natural world made up of different shapes and 
colors.

Mon cœur
My Love 

Illustrated by Lucie 
Brunellière

A poetic text Easy to grab

Sur mon nuage
Tendres couleurs

Rights Sold:
Dutch, Italian, Japanese, 
Portuuese, Serbian, Spanish 
(World)

189 x 192 mm - 180 x 180 
mm
Hardcover 
12 pp - 10pp
€10.90
Age 0+ 
Pub date: 2020 - 2022

Number of titles: 3

A soft toy to shake, to awaken baby’s curiosity

Join a different Zozo in each book, each with its own personality trait. 
Little ones will love these funny situations from everyday life. Amusing 
and endearing, the Zozos will soon become baby’s best friend. 

Each title puts in scene in a humorous way a Zozo in his daily life. 
The zozos find themselves in funny situations which play on both the 
comedy of repetition and character.

Zozo Joyeux
Happy Zozo

Illustrated by Bruno Douin A generous format

Zozo Glouton
Zozo Dormeur

5 different textures, 
including the cover

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Catalan

140 x 180 mm
Cloth book
6 pp
€15.90
Age 0+ 
Pub date: February 2023

Number of titles: 3

EAN: 9782408039110

TODDLERS LIVRE-HOCHETTODDLERS MES LIVRES ZOZOS
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Mes gros animaux 
gloutons
Big, Bigger, Biggest

By Xavier Deneux

Big and tall animals to discover in a large lift-the-
flap board book, with Xavier Deneux’ poetic style.
What do big animals eat? A big elephant about to peel a banana, 
a walrus breaking the ice to fish, a bear looking for honey, a turkey 
pecking on some wheat… 

A new, larger format in the ‘‘Black And White’’ series, with big flaps to 
open!

On each double page, a 
big animal is looking at 
something it likes to eat

A big book to touch and play 
with

Xavier Deneux
After high school, 
he applied to ESAG 
Penninghen and 
graduated in 1994. 
His career took a 
turn in 2000 when 
he illustrated his first 
picture book, “L’École du cirque”. From 
then on, Xavier Deneux began drawing 
for children full-time in various sectors.

Rights Sold:
Dutch, English (World)

240 x 280 mm
Board book with big flaps 
12 pp
€16.90
Age 0+
Pub date: November 2021

EAN: 9791027610327

Rights Sold:
Basque, Danish

TODDLERS

32 33

Nous, les bébés !
We are Babies!

By Alexandra Garibal • 
Illustrated by Christine 
Davenier

A board book with picture-word flaps that unfold 
into three pages, to reveal happy, playful babies in 
action.
We are babies. We know how to get dressed by ourselves, play, eat 
and lots more… We may be small, but we can achieve big things!

TODDLERS

Complete with picture-word 
pages to name and reco-
gnize objects.

Colorful illustra-
tions that bring 
this joyful bunch 
of babies to life.

190 x 200 mm
30 pp
€12,90
Age 1+
Pub date: January 2023

EAN: 9791036343094



Comment ça va ?
How Do You Do?

By Edouard Manceau

A board book to help little ones understand facial 
expressions and emotions

How are you?
Sometimes I’m OK, sometimes I’m not. Sometimes I feel sad or angry, 
and get upset and cry. Then, I feel better.
What about you?
We all feel emotions, happy and sad ones that can be seen on our 
faces. 
Can you recognize them?

It’s normal to feel upset, cry or get angry. That’s life. What matters is 
making yourself feel better and opening up to others to say, “what 
about you?”

A relatable book

A black back-ground 
with simple, round 
faces

Édouard 
Manceau 
was born in 1969 
in Vendée, where 
he grew up in the 
countryside. He 
began to work with 
children when he 
was 16, and really 
enjoyed these interactions. He joined 
the Ecole des Beaux-Arts d’Angers at 
the age of 22 and graduated with a 
degree in visual communications. After 
travelling the world in the 1990s, he 
began to exhibit his work as a painter. 
Then he began to write stories for little 
ones. His first book was published in 
1999. He has written more than one 
hundred children’s books, translated in 
many languages.

Rights Sold:

180 x 180 mm
Board book with hardcover
34 pb
€9.90
Age 1+
Pub date: February 2022

EAN: 9791036329098

Ma petite salade 
de fruits
My Little Fruits Salade

By Xavier Deneux

A colorful, subtle, and interactive picture-word 
board book by Xavier Deneux!

A poetic and interactive picture-word book to make a delicious fruit 
salad: cut the pear in half, turn the apples red, let the banana ripen,
share the clementine… A colorful, subtle, and beautiful picture-word 
book by Xavier Deneux! 

A gentle early learning book.

Xavier Deneux
After high school, 
he applied to ESAG 
Penninghen and 
graduated in 1994. 
His career took a 
turn in 2000 when 
he illustrated his first 
picture book, “L’École du cirque”. From 
then on, Xavier Deneux began drawing 
for children full-time in various sectors.

To stimulate little 
ones through touch 
and sight

Colorful, stripped 
back illustrations, 
perfectly adapted 
for little ones

Rights Sold:
Czech, Dutch, Japanese, 
Slovenian

150 x 160 mm
Board book
12 pp
€12.00
Age 1+ 
Pub date: November 2020

EAN: 9791027609284

TODDLERSTODDLERS
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Au dodo, les 
doudous !
Sleeping Cuddly Toys

By Florence Langlois

An interactive story to get children ready for bed, 
while working on their fine motor skills
Leon the lion is tired, but his stuffed toys are wide awake! When he 
falls asleep, his 4 toys use his long mane as a play field.

On each double page, the reader is invited to take part in the story: 
catch the toys, jump from mountain to mountain, trace the mane’s 
curls with their finger… and kiss the toys when they’re ready to sleep.

Interactive and 
playful content

Sweet and color-
ful illustrations

205 x 200 mm
Board book
20 pp
€12,90
Age 1+
Pub date: October 2022

EAN: 97910276107860

Rights Sold:

Mes petites 
émotions
Bravo, petits 
doigts !
C’est la petite 
bête qui...
Sur le pot ! 
Si tu étais...
Mon doudou 

caché
Le magicien 
c’est toi
Au dodo, 
sous les 
étoiles

Sweet and funny books to help babies in 
developping their senses through activities and 
fun!
The series ‘Play With Me’ is intended to develop children motorskills 
in a funny way! Suchas to express feelings, recognize feelings, to           
analyze and find something, to reproduce an expression, to count or 
to learn instruments sounds. 

Something to do and discover on each page!

Le magicien... 
c’est toi !
You Are The Magician! 

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

An interactive book 
to develop children’s 
curiosity 

10 Flaps 

More than 230,000 copies sold worldwide!

Rights Sold:
Basque, Castilian, Catalan, 
Chinese (Simplified), Dutch, 
English (World), Estonian, 
Flemish, German, Japanese, 
Korean, Portuguese

180 x 200 mm
Board book
Flaps, miror, touch and feel, 
sound book 
16-20 pp
€12.90
Age 1+
Pub date: November 2020

Number of titles: 9

EAN: 9782408020897

TODDLERSTODDLERS JOUE AVEC MOI
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Quand le premier caneton perça sa coquille, les autres l’imitèrent. 
Sortirent alors six jolis canetons bruns et un septième, aussi gris que son œuf ! 
Il semblait différent, c’est vrai, mais la cane l’aima comme les autres. 

Par un bel été, une cane couvait ses œufs au bord d’un étang. 
Dans son nid se trouvaient sept œufs, dont un qui n’avait pas 
la même couleur ni la même taille que les autres.

Blanche-
neige
Boucle d’or 
et les trois 
ours
Le chaperon 
rouge
La petite 
poule rousse
Les trois 
petits 
cochons
La moufle

A collection of large all-cardboard books for a first 
discovery of storytelling !
Board books with a different die-cut shape for each fairytale.

Children can easily manipulate the book while disocver with their 
parents traditional tales.

Le vilain petit 
canard
The Ugly Duckling

By VARIOUS AUTHORS 

A big format that makes 
the striking cover stand 
out even more.

A beautiful book-object

Rights Sold:

250 x 260 mm 
Board book 
12 pp
€9.90
Age 1+
Pub date: 2021-2023

Number of titles: 7

EAN: 9782408039813

Sur le pot !
Potty Training!

Illustrated by Nathalie 
Choux

Whether they’re ready, interested or just want to 
play, little ones will easily relate and discover all 
the different ways of going to the potty.

This hardcover book proposes a succession of simple little scenes in 
which the child will be able to recognise himself: going to the potty 
with his toys, with his books, in pairs, and even arriving too late...
After each sequence of two double pages, the child sees the animal 
through a window and discovers what it is doing: a funny game of 
hide-and-seek and riddles. Noisy pee, happy pee, pee in a hurry...

Nathalie Choux  
She has been illustrating for children for 
about twenty years. She has published 
some fifteen titles with Milan, including 
the albums ‘Poucette’, ‘Hansel and 
Gretel’ and ‘À la crèche’..

Potty-training, an 
important step in 
a child’s life

The humorous approach 
makes the learning 
process less serious and 
more fun.

The die-cuts on each 
double-page create a 
fun guessing game

Rights Sold:

180 x 200 mm
Hardcover 
16 pp
€12.90
Age 1+
Pub date: June 2021 

EAN: 9782408028077

TODDLERS MES CONTES EN FORMETODDLERS
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Le plus gros 
des bisous

Trois ours 
polaires
Three Polar Bears

Illustrated by KIKO

A bath book to have fun with baby.

Splash! Plunge this book into the bath with these polar beers and 
share a sweet and tender moment with baby!

An original rounded object with a little nursery rhyme, perfectly 
adapted for babies.

Cute illustrations by 
Kiko

Perfect for little 
hands

A soft, rounded 
book-object with die-
cut pages

181 x 145 mm
Hardcover
8 pp
€10,90
Age 1+
Pub date: February 2023

EAN : 9791027610426

Rights Sold:

LIVRE BAINTODDLERS

40 41

Parce que c'est 
toi
Because It’s You

By Louison Nielman • 
Illustrated by Olivia Cosneau

Rights Sold:

Sweet, poetic and comforting texts that illustrate a 
parent’s unconditional love for their children. Bright 
colors to awaken baby’s senses, with a mirror at 
the end.
A parrot listening patiently to its baby, an octopus with endless arms 
for its little one… Texts illustrating special moments between a parent 
and baby. A tribute to a parent’s absolute love for their children.
Joue avec moi (Play With Me): a collection of baby books with 65,000 
copies sold.

TODDLERS

Bright and shiny animals 
(metallic foil) to awaken 
baby’s senses, with a mirror 
at the end to look in

180 x 200 mm
Hardcover
16 pp
€12,90
Age 1+
Pub date: January 2023

EAN: 9782408035372



Petit doigt droit aussi  
sait faire le tour de la maison.  
Mais après, zou, il file dehors.

Chacun sa place !

Petit doigt gauche  
sait faire le tour de la maison.  

Et, hop, il s’installe dedans !

La fête des 
couleurs
The Colour Festival

Illustrated by Thierry 
Bedouet

Rights Sold:

The little beasts seem to be very busy. But what 
are they up to? On each double page, the reader is 
amazed to discover a new fabric ribbon.

A fabric ribbon of a different colour (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, 
purple...), appears on each double page. The ribbons are revealed 
one by one and combine in a colourful final scene!
The funny narration puts in scene small animals for a first discovery 
of the colours. Each illustration highlights a main colour and subtly 
integrates the visible ribbons which in turn form a festive element: a 
lantern, garlands, a music box or a cake.
"Joue avec moi", the collection that allows parents and children to 
read together, has been a great success with more than 68,000 copies 
sold ("Mes petites émotions": 26,000 copies sold, "Bravo, petits 
doigts! : more than 10,000 copies).

First learning of 
colours

Magical and 
playful production

180 x 200 mm
Boardbook 
14 pp
€13,50
Age 1+
Pub date: October 2023

EAN: 9782408047115

Slovenian

Les petits doigts 
contraires
The Opposite Fingers

By Claire Zucchelli-Romer

A stylish and fun game-book to discover opposites 
through rhythm and movement.

A book by Claire Zucchelli-Romer, a psychometrician, to help little 
ones take their first steps as they learn about opposites. In front/
behind, together/alone, little/big… On each double spread, simple 
and illustrated instructions invite the child to follow the die-cut 
lines with their fingers to become more familiar with the notion of 
opposites by means of touch.

An original book, with minimalist illustrations, to help children develop 
their fine motor skills and spatial awareness with just their fingertips!

High-contrast 
and striking 
illustrations 
in service of 
simple instruc-
tions

Claire Zucchelli-
Romer
Even as a child, 
she cut out 
coloured paper, 
drew and created 
stories. She spent 
her childhood in 
a family of artists, 
where she sharpened her eye and 
stimulated her thrist for discovery. Later, 
she became a doctor.  She creates 
CYRCREA with Y. Romer and starts to 
create cartoons and visual art objects. 
She is passionate about creating 
books: book-games, book-objects, 
pop-up sculpture books, book-poems. 
She believes in the power of books to 
help people discover the world.

A sturdy board book to 
encourage little ones’ 
fine motor skills

170 x 170 mm
Board book with hardcover
26 pp
€13,90
Age 1+
Pub date: September 2022

EAN: 9782408037505

Rights Sold:
Basque, Dutch

TODDLERS JOUE AVEC MOITODDLERS
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On peut la ranger !

Je n’ai plus besoin de tétine… Papa ! Maman ! 

BONJOUR, BÉBÉ ! AU PETIT DÉJEUNER

Je verse 
le jus de fruits

Papa prépare 
le biberon

le grille-painle micro-ondesle chant des oiseaux

les rideaux

Bonjour !

la poignée de porte

le bisou

la tartine

More than 120,000 copies sold worldwide!

A new interactive series for little ones to explore 
everyday life and discover the world around them.

This is an engaging non-fiction series served in a sturdy and easy to 
handle object.

In-action illustrations, based on typical 18-month-old behavior, which 
helps toddlers relate to the main character. An object that is perfectly 
adapted to the age group, with intuitive interactive features for little 
fingers!

Je laisse ma 
tétine
Leaving my teat

Illustrated by Ilaria Falorsi

High quality book
Unbreakable, safe 
and easy-to-use 
interactive features

Je mange 
tout seul
Je prends le 
bain
Je vais sur le 
pot
Je m’habille
Je vais au 
dodo
Je vais à la 
mer

Je vais à la 
crêche
Je vais chez 
le docteur
Mon doudou 
et moi
Je prends le 
train
Je prête
Je range

170 x 170 mm
Hardcover with Interactive 
Features
10 pp
€8.70
Age 1+ 
Pub date:  2021 - 2023

Number of titles: 13

EAN: 9782408043612

Rights Sold:
Arabic, Czech, Danish, Slovak

Large format sound books, with more than 100 
sounds!

With these sound books, children will discover the world around 
them, they will learn their first nursery rhymes and lullabies. 

The early learning book they all need: A real sound encyclopaedia! 
It plays on the child’s visual and auditory memory by associating 
illustrated scenes with sound.

Les petits 
bonheurs de la 
vie
Life’s little pleasures

By VARIOUS AUTHORS Illustration to help 
the auditory memory 
of the children 

Perfect for learning 
new words and giving 
them meaning

Mon grand 
recueil des 
berceuses
Mon premier 
recueil de 
comptines
La nature et 
moi
Mon recueil de 
comptines pour 
faire la fête
Mon grand 
imagier sonore

245 x 245 mm
Board sound book
24 pp - 40 pp
€20.90
Age 1+ 
Pub date:  2018 - 2023

Number of titles: 6

EAN: 9782408045906

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Complex), Dutch, English 
(World)

TODDLERS JE GRANDIS AVEC MILANTODDLERS MON GRAND LIVRE SONORE
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Prêt? On arrive !

On te voit, Rodolphe!

SP4 - FLAP RECTO

02INT_OuEsTuRodolphe.indd   7-8 26/04/2023   15:01

Rights Sold:

An animated, tender and 
funny book 

Book made from solid, 
easy-to-handle cardboard, 
with 10 flaps to lift.

Danish, Dutch, English, Italian

Mon imagier 
des animaux à 
toucher
My Touch-and-Feel Animals 

Picture Book

By Xavier Deneux • 
Illustrated by Emmanuel 
Ristord and Julie Mercier 

A beautiful picture-word book for little ones as 
they discover the animal world.

100 animals to discover, 25 textures to touch and feel. 

A gift book, based on the Docs  toucher series, a critically acclaimed 
multisensory series created to encourage hands-on play and learning. 
The textured pages give children a tactile experience of the endlessly 
fascinating world around them : fur, scales, feathers, and so on.

The child names the 
animals and develops 
their vocabulary

25 materials to touch 
and feel

Xavier Deneux
After high school, 
he applied to ESAG 
Penninghen and 
graduated in 1994. 
His career took a 
turn in 2000 when 
he illustrated his first 
picture book, “L’École du cirque”. From 
then on, Xavier Deneux began drawing 
for children full-time in various sectors.

Rights Sold:

245 x 245  mm
Hardcover, 25 texture to 
touch and feel
22 pp
€18.90
Age 1+
Pub date: November 2020

EAN: 9782408023331

Où es-tu, 
Rodolphe ?
Where’s Randolph

By Marianna Coppo

Randolph is bored today. Why don’t we play 
hide and seek? Are you ready? An animated all-
cardboard book with 10 flaps to lift to make baby 
laugh and wake him up.

An animated, interactive book that invites babies to play hide-and-
seek with Randolph, an adorable teddy bear. As the pages turn, 
children play with the flaps to find Randolph. Until the end, when it’s 
up to him to hide!
The game of hide-and-seek is brought to life here with humour and 
kindness. This game, which is very popular with toddlers, has many 
virtues for consolidating their emotional security. In particular, it 
relieves separation anxiety.

Marianna Coppo, a talented author-illustrator, who is publishing her 
second title in the Milan catalogue. Her first title, «Oh, une crotte», 
was published in May 2023.

160 x 180 mm
28 pp
€10,90
Age 1+
Pub date: September 2023
EAN: 9782408040352

TODDLERSTODDLERS
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Le chou bidou de 
ma poule
By Edouard Manceau

Rights Sold:

A chick with a hula hoop stumbles onto a nail 
and gets patched up by a doctor who loves hard 
candy...

A whacky new adventure with Edouard Manceau’s little chick that is 
guaranteed to make little ones laugh! 

A picture book to read aloud, just like the last ones. Edouard 
Manceau plays with words and sounds and helps children from 2 up 
improve their pronunciation and comprehension.

A popular whacky character: 15,000 copies sold of the 3 first 
adventures since 2018, a section in the Toupie magazine, a traveling 
exhibition “Tout sur ma poule” and a game of bingo. 

Tender and funny il-
lustrations in modern 
colours

200 x 260 mm
Hardcover 
48 pp
€9,90
Age 2+
Pub date: July 2023

EAN: 9782408042332

TODDLERS
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Pouet pouet
Beep Beep

Illustrated by Edouard 
Manceau

Rights Sold:

When you’re little, you fall over a lot… But you get 
back up and that’s how you grow!

Children start by walking on all fours, like this little bug. Sometimes 
they fall over, but they always get up again, just like in life !
A board book by renowned children’s author and illustrator Edouard 
Manceau. His picture book, Comment ça va ? has already sold more 
than 3,500 copies.

TODDLERS

180 x 180 mm
Board book with hard cover
35 pp
€9,90
Age 2+
Pub date: February 2023

EAN: 9791036350535

Édouard 
Manceau was born 
in 1969 in Vendée, 
where he grew up 
in the countryside. 
He began to work 
with children when 
he was 16, and 
really enjoyed these 
interactions. He joined the Ecole des 
Beaux-Arts d’Angers at the age of 22 
and graduated with a degree in visual 
communications. After travelling the 
world in the 1990s, he began to exhibit 
his work as a painter. Then he began to 
write stories for little ones. His first book 
was published in 1999. He has written 
more than one hundred children’s 
books, translated in many languages.

Colorful illustrations



Alexandra Garibal
She has written numerous stories for 
the magazines Tralalire, Pomme d’Api 
and Belles Histoires, as well as albums 
published by Gallimard, Glénat and 
Casterman.

Claudia Bielinsky 
She entered the Fine Arts School in 
Buenos Aires and became a painter. 
She exhibits in many cities around the 
world. She also teaches art to children 
and adults. Claudia Bielinsky also 
works for the children’s press.

Est-ce que tu préfères 
un bisou 
nez-nez…

Tu veux un 
bisou?
You Want a Kiss?

By Alexandra Garibal • 
Illustrated by Claudia 
Belinsky

A super sweet picture book with lots of kisses!
Kisses for everyone!
Would you rather a flying kiss… or a sticky kiss?
An Eskimo kiss or a foot-to-foot kiss?
Would you like a tickle kiss or a sloppy kiss…?
A different kind of kiss on each spread along with an onomatopoeia 
and lots of fun animals! A festival of kisses in a picture book, ending 
with a spectacular flurry of “kisses everywhere”!

Kisses… A universal 
and essential theme 
for little ones

Infectious energy 
and affection from 
Claudia Bielinsky

A big board book 
format, perfect for 
babies.

Alexandra Garibal
She has written numerous stories for 
the magazines Tralalire, Pomme d’Api 
and Belles Histoires, as well as albums 
published by Gallimard, Glénat and 
Casterman.

Claudia Bielinsky 
She entered the Fine Arts School in 
Buenos Aires and became a painter. 
She exhibits in many cities around the 
world. She also teaches art to children 
and adults. Claudia Bielinsky also 
works for the children’s press.

Rights Sold:
Basque, Castilian, Catalan, 
English (World)

250 x 250 mm
Board book
32 pp
€11.90
Age 2+
Pub date: January 2021 

EAN: 9791036319358

TODDLERS
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Qui veut un 
câlin ?
Who wants a hug?

By Alexandra Garibal • 
Illustrated by Claudia 
Bielinsky

Rights Sold:

Whatever kind of hug you need, you’ll find it in this 
book!

Free hugs! The dog, monkey, hippo and penguin all have their own 
reason for wanting a cuddle.

There are all kinds of hugs! Hugs to make boo boos feel better, hugs 
with friends, belly hugs, and many more…

TODDLERS

A big board book with roun-
ded corners and candy-co-
lored illustrations.250 x 250 mm

Board book
32 pp
€11,90
Age 2+
Pub date: February 2023

EAN: 9791036345272
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Boucle d’or et les 
Trois Ours
Come play with... Goldilocks 
and the Tree Bears

By Hervé Éparvier • 
Illustrated by VARIOUS 
ILLUSTRATORS

Rights Sold:

A new series of interactive picture books for a fun 
discovery of classic fairy tales. 

Classic fairytale are twisted in this brand new series inviting the 
readers to pay attention to what is going on on the page. 
This funny series draws on the knowledge of reknowned fairytales to 
get the kids working on their comprehension skills.

There are also 9 activities to complete without a pencil, such as a 
labyrinth, seek-and-find or visual discrimination, to help the fairy tale 
characters. An activity-led picture book where characters are at the 
same time familiar yet humourous and surprising!

Catalan, Spanish (World)

An interactive and 
funny story by 
Hervé Éparvier

Funny and off-beat 
illustrations

Blanche-neige

175 x 200 mm
Hardcover
28 pp
€8.90
Age 2+
Pub date: 2022-2023

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9791027610747

C’est qui qui ?
Who is it?

By Claudia Bielinsky

A sweet and fun seek-and-find for readers to have 
fun with lots of wacky animals

Are you ready? Then look carefully and find Polo, the strongest 
monkey,  Armand the greediest puppy, and Mado, the sleeping firefly.

Monkeys, dogs, mice, rabbits, octopuses, fireflies… These are just 
some of the wacky-looking animals scattered all over the bright and 
fresh colored pages in this fun seek-and-find. An opportunity to start 
introducing colors and numbers to toddlers.

Claudia Bielinsky
Claudia Bielinsky was born in Buenos 
Aires and has lived in Paris since 1987. 
She exhibits in many cities around the 
world. She also teaches art to children 
and adults.
After the birth of her son Julian, she 
started writing and illustrating books 
for children. In 1998, she created 
Uki, the little dog curious about life 
for Casterman. Claudia Bielinsky also 
works for the children’s press. 

Turn the button

Illustrations full 
of details

A big mirror at the 
end so that little rea-
ders can see them-
selves as the most 
loved child

Rights Sold:
Basque, Castilian, Catalan, 
English (World)

250 x 250mm
Board Book
22 pb
€11.90
Age 2+
Pub date: February 2022

EAN: 9791036333132

VIENS JOUER AVEC...TODDLERSTODDLERS
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– Quand il était petit, ton frère faisait la sieste aussi.
Maintenant qu’il est plus grand, il n’en a plus besoin. »

Petit Singe a compris et va au lit. Puis, comme ça,
il aura droit à des grattouilles de dodo, lui !

« Tu vas faire la sieste, mon coco ?
– Pourquoi ? Grand frère ne dort pas, lui.

More than 470,000 copies sold worldwide!

Much more than a picture book! This is an authentic 
little encyclopedia enhanced by 30 different 
materials let the very young discover the world.

With its big format, this picture book is designed like a sound 
encyclopaedia. It covers the key themes of the child’s everyday 
universe: animals, vehicles, instruments, domestic objects… It arouses 
young children’s visual and auditive awareness and encourages 
language development.

An ideal book to learn, discover and share!Mon imagier du 
corps humain
My Human Body Book to 
Touch

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

30 materials to 
touch and feel, or 
hear

A simple and 
complete book plays 
on the child’s visual 
and aural memory

Mon imagier 
des couleurs à 
toucher
Mon grand 
imagier à 
toucher

240 x 240 mm
Hardcover 
Touch and feel book/sound 
book
24 pp
€18.90 - €19.90
Age 2+ 
Pub date: 2015 - 2023

Number of titles: 4

EAN: 9782408043896

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Catalan, Dutch, 
English (World), Estonian

More than 500,000 copies sold worldwide! Frère et 
soeurs
Le partage
Fini, les 
bêtises !
Un peu de 
patience !
À la plage !
Les petits 
gestes gentils
Les petits 
gestes 
prudents
Au dodo ! 
Le pot
Plus de tétine

À table ! w
Non ! 
Les émotions
Je m’habille
Prendre un 
bain
La politesse
Un câlin et à 
ce soir !

Les Minousses, recurring heroes who reflect the 
daily life of children to help them grow.  

In a reassuring and encouraging approach, this zipper book responds 
to the small problems of everyday life. In this collection, it is the 
child who manipulates the book thanks to the zipper mechanism. A 
manufacturin  with hinged windows, easy to use, allows him to repeat 
each situation endlessly. A fun process that highlights the cause / 
consequence link, fundamental to learning.

A la sieste !
Naptime ! 

By Thierry Bedouet and Alice 
Le Hénand

Robust production, 
easy for little hands

Short dialogues between 
child/parent

Rights Sold:
Basque, Chinese (Simplified), 
English (World), Galician, Greek, 
Italian, Korean, Spanish (World), 
Swedish

200 x 170 mm
Hardcover with flaps
14 pp
€10.90
Age 2+
Pub date: 2016-2023

Number of titles: 17

EAN: 9782408029043

TODDLERS MES IMAGIERS À TOUCHER TODDLERS LES MINOUSSES
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Cap ou pas cap ?
Dare or not Dare ?

Illustrated by Anna Guillet

Rights Sold:

Dare to stroke the hairy spider? Able to kiss the 
witch? A book to touch for those who are not 
afraid of anything... or almost.

The spider's fur, the witch's buttons, the wolf's mouth... the child plays 
at being scared by daring to touch different creatures, both funny and 
frightening. 
This book offers materials to touch, a pop-up and a final mirror to 
discover the most terrible little monsters! This new edition 
re-illustrates a book that has sold 40,000 copies. 

Tender and funny il-
lustrations in modern 
colours

210 x 210 mm
Hardcover 
20 pp
€15,20
Age 2+
Pub date: October 2023

EAN: 9782408046101

Castilian, English (World), 
Italian

TODDLERS
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Qui se cache ?
Who is hiding?

Illustrated by Elena Selena

Rights Sold:

Which animal is hiding behind the wings, tail or 
ears? A fun, interactive lift-the-flap book for little 
ones, with colorful and cute illustrations.

Lift the flaps (ears, a tail, paws, etc.) to discover an animal hiding 
underneath (elephant, crocodile, butterfly, fox, etc.).

TODDLERS

8 flaps to lift to 
discover different 
animals

170 x 170 mm
Hardcover with flaps
16 pp
€12,90

Pub date: March 2023

EAN:  9791027611096

Armenian, Dutch, Japanese, 
Korean, Romanian
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Les souris sont 
de sortie
The Mice Are Out

By Tristan Mory

The mice have come out to play! See them         
chatting, nibbling, stealing… But watch out for the 
snake! 

A fun and playful interactive book by Tristan Mory, inspired by      
cartoons, with a high-speed chase in 3 episodes, between a flock 
of cheeky mice and a large lazy snake. Lots of gags and wacky     
situations, for guaranteed giggles. 

Tristan Mory did it again: an interactive adventure to get kids 
engage in the story through manipulation and storytelling! 

Books to unfold, that kids will love playing with, packed in a «Swiss 
cheese» box… A simple, original and impressive manufacturing 
process.

A picture book with 3 stories to 
unfold page by page… until the 
surprise appearance of a snake at 
the end!

Rights Sold:
Dutch

140 x 140 mm
Board book
Set of 3 board books in one 
box
14 pp
€12.90
Age 2+
Pub date: October 2021

EAN: 9782408026929

Tristan Mory 
A fan of illustration 
and a children’s 
book collector, he 
began his career as 
a graphic designer 
at Milan Presse. He 
gradually became a 
full-time freelance illustrator. He loves 
pop-ups and enjoys exploring the 
mechanisms of interactive books.

Comment allez-
vous Monsieur 
Loup ?
Hey! Mister Wolf! How Are You ?

By Elisabeth De Lambilly • 
Illustrated by Laure Du Faÿ

A first picture book dealing with emotions in pop-
ups
Hey!
Mr Wolf!
How are you?
Hellooooo!
I have nothing left to eat for breakfast.
Not even Little Red Riding Hood and her grandma. I’m very angry!
Can you see my pointy teeth?
Watch your finger, or I may just eat it…

A title that focuses on positive social and emotional development of 
young children. This book offer support through a variety of familiar 
childhood emotional experiences.

Elisabeth de Lambilly
After working as an editor at Mango, 
Élisabeth de Lambilly decided to 
devote herself fully to writing. Today, 
she publishes numerous works of 
fiction, children’s documentaries and 
religious education (with Bayard, 
Larousse, Auzou, Le Baron Perché...).

Laure Du Faÿ 
Laure du Faÿ graduated from the Ecole 
des Arts Décoratifs de Strasbourg, 
illustration section, in 2007. She has 
worked for many publishers including 
Bayard, Milan and Nathan...

Dealing with 
children’s 
emotions

Pop-ups on 
every spread

Bon appétit, 
petit cochon !

Rights Sold:
Castilian

210 x 200 mm
Hardcover, with pop-up
10 pp
€12.50
Age 2+ 
Pub date: November 2020

EAN: 9791027608300

TODDLERSTODDLERS LIVRES POP-UP
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More than 50,000 copies sold worldwide!

Devine quoi !
Guess What!

By Tristan Mory

After Qui-suis je?, this is a second attractive pop-
up book full of fun to play guessing games.

Who’s hiding behind the flower, the umbrella and the hat?          
Children will find out by pulling the tabs. In each sequence, the child 
is asked a “guess who” question. To start with, an object is presented: 
a ball, a flower, a toothbrush… all they have to do is pull the tab 
to discover who is hiding behind: a mummy turtle, a clown, a tiny 
mouse, etc. The concept creates a surprise effect and prompts gales 
of laughter.
This book with surprises invites children to play, stimulating their 
imagination. On each page, an object and a guessing game in the 
form of a question. Children operate the moving feature and watch as 
the object is transformed, revealing the answer.

Square format, robust all-boards production and two types of     
animation, one is used throughout the book and the other at the end 
of the story.

Tristan Mory 
A fan of illustration 
and a children’s 
book collector, he 
began his career as 
a graphic designer 
at Milan Presse. He 
gradually became a 
full-time freelance illustrator. He loves 
pop-ups and enjoys exploring the 
mechanisms of interactive books.

A guessing game to 
stimulate children’s 
imagination

Move the 
features to 
discover an 
elephant 

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Catalan, Dutch, 
Japanese, Slovenian, Polish

180 x 180 mm
Hardcover, with pull tabs
16 pp
€13.90
Age 2+ 
Pub date: October 2019

EAN: 9782408013578

More than 210,000 copies sold worldwide!

Qui suis-je ?
Who Am I?

By Tristan Mory 

Who’s hiding in this book? It’s up to your child to 
find out by using the pull tabs!

Ribbit, ribbit! What’s that jumping around the pond? Oink! What’s all 
pink and plump? Find out by pulling on the tabs, and have fun while 
learning about the animals in the world!

A fun book to learn about animals! Each spread introduces an animal 
through riddle. The child only has to use the pull tabs to find out the 
answer!

Square board 
book perfect for 
children 

Ingenious animations

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Complex), Dutch, English 
(World), German, Italian, 
Japanese, Polish, Slovenian

180 x 180 mm
Hardcover, with pull tabs
24 pp
€13.90
Age 2+ 
Pub date: March 2018

EAN: 9782745992116

Tristan Mory 
A fan of illustration 
and a children’s 
book collector, he 
began his career as 
a graphic designer 
at Milan Presse. He 
gradually became a 
full-time freelance illustrator. He loves 
pop-ups and enjoys exploring the 
mechanisms of interactive books.

TODDLERSTODDLERS
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L’odeur que tu respires est constituée  

de minuscules bulles qui voyagent  

dans l’air et entrent dans ton nez. 

Ensuite, cette odeur voyage jusqu’à  

ton cerveau grâce au nerf olfactif.

Les cinq sens
The Five Senses

By Xavier Deneux

Rights Sold:

What is going on in my head and inside my body?

Xavier Deneux explains in simple words some functions of the body, 
what it is composed of, how it functions to discover the world around.

The collection deals with complex anatomical and scientific notions, 
validated by professionals. Xavier Deneux cleverly breaks down 
intricate concepts to make them comprehensible for toddlers. His 
highly visual vocabulary is the perfect medium for kids to touch and 
see. The faculties are approached with simplicity and clarity, to best 
accompany children in their discovery and know their own resources. 

The images of Xavier Deneux, 
symbolic or abstract, bring 
softness and poetry, and 
facilitate the understanding 
of the text.

Xavier Deneux
After high school, 
he applied to 
ESAG Penninghen 
and graduated in 
1994. His career 
took turn in 2000 
when he illustrated 
his first picture 
book, «L’École du cirque». From then 
on, Xavier Deneux began drawing for 
children full-time in various sectors.

Elements in hollow or in 
volume emphasize the 
concepts addressed.

Dutch, Italian, Korean

Le cerveau

145 x 180 mm
Board book with hardcover
24 pp
€12.90
Age 3+
Pub date: 2022-2023

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9782408033460

More than 80,000 copies sold worldwide!

Cric, Crac, qui est 
là ?
Cric, Crac, Who’s There? 

By Tristan Mory

On each page, a “crack”!The little reader is invited 
to pull the handle to discover who is inside the 
egg. 

There are 5 baby animals hiding in this surprise-book. Pull on the tabs 
to make the eggs hatch and find out who is inside. There are a few 
visual clues to help too.
Each egg has been “dressed” in colors matching the animal inside 
and presented in its natural habitat; a hen house for the chick, an 
ice floe for the baby penguin... With a big surprise at the end… A 
chocolate rabbit hidden in a big Easter egg!

Baby animals that 
are born in eggs

Pull the tap to disco-
ver a surprise

Tristan Mory 
A fan of illustration 
and a children’s 
book collector, he 
began his career as 
a graphic designer 
at Milan Presse. He 
gradually became a 
full-time freelance illustrator. He loves 
pop-ups and enjoys exploring the 
mechanisms of interactive books.

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Catalan, Dutch, 
English (World), Japanese

180 x 200 mm
Hardcover, with pull tabs
18 pp
€11.90
Age 2+ 
Pub date: March 2020

EAN: 9782408018054

TODDLERS COGITOTODDLERS
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Un livre-miroir  
pour exprimer  
ses émotions

Marion
Piffaretti

Échauffement !  
Avant de travailler  

les expressions de ton visage,  
prépare-toi : fais  

tes plus belles grimaces  
face au miroir.

Quand tu es prêt(e),  
tourne la page et observe  

le petit clown…
© Éditions Milan, 2021  
1, rond-point du Général-Eisenhower,  
31101 Toulouse Cedex 9, France
editionsmilan.com

Droits de traduction et de reproduction réservés pour tous les pays. 
Toute reproduction, même partielle, de cet ouvrage est interdite. 
Une copie ou reproduction par quelque procédé que ce soit,  
photographie, microfilm, bande magnétique, disque ou autre, 
constitue une contrefaçon passible des peines prévues par la loi  
du 11 mars 1957 sur la protection du droit d’auteur. Loi 49-956  
du 16 juillet 1949 sur les publications destinées à la jeunesse.

Dépôt légal : février 2021
ISBN : 978-2-4080-1914-3
Achevé d’imprimer au 1er trimestre 2021 en Chine,  
sur du papier issu de forêts gérées durablement

Plus d’informations sur la fabrication de nos livres :  
editionsmilan.com/comment-fabriquons-nous-nos-livres

Tu vides tes étagères et connais déjà ce livre par cœur ? Donne-le !

Fais le clown !
Make Faces

By Marion Piffaretti

A rich and interactive book exploring 10 emotions, 
with a mirror embeded on the last page.

This book offers children, between two and four years old, a series of
emotions experienced by little clowns. They have to recognise them, 
working on their capacity for empathy. Then, they have to play in front 
of the mirror, thus refining their ability to channel their emotions by 
becoming aware of themselves.

An interactive reading full of humour and self-mockery.

Emotions remain a 
strong topic for 3 
and up

Little one can practice 
and see his reflexion 
while display a wide 
range of emotions

A picture book 
with die-cuts and a 
mirror

Marion Piffaretti
She studied illustration at the Emile-
Cohl school in Lyon. After graduating, 
she illustrated her first book for Nathan 
in 2001. Today, she works regularly for 
the press and children’s publishing and 
lives in Paris.

Rights Sold:

250 x 210 mm
Hardcover
24 pp
€10.50
Age 3+
Pub date: February 2021

EAN: 9782408019143 

L'alphabet 
s'amuse
Funny Alphabet

By Camille Pichon

Rights Sold:

The alphabet book is in disorder, manipulate the 
tabs to reconstitute a letter in the centre of the 
picture !

On each page, a beautiful illustration represents an object or an 
animal whose name begins with the letter to be guessed (Jaguar, 
Orange, Violin...) By activating the mechanisms, the letter is 
reconstituted in the centre of the picture.
The letters are not in alphabetical order to preserve the pleasure 
of the game and the guessing. It is through manipulation and 
observation that the letter is found, not its position in the alphabet.
Elegant illustrations by Camille Pichon, a graphic designer and paper 
engineer behind the project.

Meticulous workmanship

An animated book 
to handle

Generous format

230 x 230 mm
Hardcover
26 pp
€25,00
Age 4+
Pub date: October 2023

EAN: 9782408047016

TODDLERS TODDLERS
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Mon premier 
atlas visuel
My First Atlas

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

The festival of colours in India, falafels in Lebanon, 
the Strokkur geyser in Iceland, the Nile crocodile, a 
school in the forest in Danemark...!

A visual world tour for all the little ones curious about what surrounds 
them. For each continent, 11 sub-sections close to the child’s daily 
life: animals, houses, monuments, transport, cooking, schools, 
tradiitonal dress, festivals, sports and games, landscapes, vegetation.

Words and their definition are facilitated thanks to a detailed 
contents section and a glossary at the end.

Between a picture 
book and a dictionary,

More than 500 illustrations 
with captions and pointers

Concept developed in 240 
pages – almost unique for 
this age group.

Mon premier 
dico visuel des 
animaux
Mon premier 
dico visuel

165 x 205 mm
Hardcover
222 pp
€13.90
Age 4+
Pub date: 2019-2023

Number of titles: 3

EAN: 9791027609857

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS
SPRING 2024SPRING 2024

TODDLERS IMAGIERS
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Dans la cour de 
l’école
In The Schoolyard

By Christophe Loupy 

Chinese (Simplified)

In the schoolyard, we meet, we gather... What a 
laugh!

Girls and boys pass each other, gather, go round, line up. Throughout 
the pages, the reader finds all the aspects of the playground, by means 
of coloured circles symbolising the children.
With its simple graphics (a square schoolyard, characters represented 
by coloured circles), “Dans la cour de l’école” is an easy and fun book 
to read with your child. The extremely graphic and richly interpreted 
images give this book the possibility of becoming a tool for awakening 
to shapes, colours and abstraction. The graphic approach also allows a 
more emotional reading of the issues at stake in school. 

This is a new, more modern edition aimed at today’s children for a 
timeless and educational picture book! The stereotypical pink and 
blue colours have been replaced by mixed colours to move away from 
gender-assigned representations.

Christophe Loupy
He is a teacher. He has published 
several titles in the series «La 
Petite Boule blanche» (Belin). With 
Milan, he has published «Dans 
la cour de l’école» and «Après la 
récré» (albums), «Où est mon ours? 
(album) and many «Milan Poche».

Illustrations all in 
abstraction for kids 
to engage with 
roles, shapes and 
colours in a playful 
and artistic manner

A story that takes place 
in an important place in 
the school, where social 
relations are played out: 
the playground. 

More than 100,000 copies sold worldwide!

210 x 210 mm 
Hardcover
32 pp
€10.50
Age 1+ 
Pub date: August 2021

EAN: 9782408029197

Rights Sold:

Ça tombe à pic ! 
The Perfect Timing!

By Alice Harang • Illustrated 
by Tristan Mory

An adorable, fun picture book about enjoying the 
little things in life!

An apple to bite into at snack time, boots that go splish splash when 
it starts to pitter patter, a little furry companion to play with… Life’s 
little treasures come along at just the right time in this picture book. A 
message of optimism and an invitation to enjoy life, while overcoming 
curveballs along the way.

Alice Harang
With a degree in publishing, 
Alice is the first graphic designer 
editor for the magazines «Manon» 
and «Le Journal de Toto» (Milan 
Presse). It was while trying to draw 
stories that she felt the need to 
write them. She lives and works in 
Toulouse.

Illustrated by Tristan Mory’s 
funny, on-point and tender 
drawings

A poetic and playful text 
by Alice Harang, perfectly 
adapted to little ones

Tristan Mory 
A fan of illustration 
and a children’s 
book collector, he 
began his career 
as a graphic 
designer at Milan 
Presse. He gradually became a full-
time freelance illustrator. He loves 
pop-ups and enjoys exploring the 
mechanisms of interactive books.

135 x 190 mm
Boardbook
30 pp
€10.90
Age 1+ 
Pub date: May 2021

EAN: 9782408025878

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKS PICTURE BOOKS
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Le livre debout
The Upside Down Book

By Hervé Éparvier • 
Illustrated by Kei Lam

A fun picture book to read from every angle!

When the book is upright, a giraffe or rocket appears… Put the book 
down and see a train or sandwich emerge… Lean to the side and 
watch the mountaineers climbing and the cyclists riding down the 
hill… One page has holes in it, another a bite mark… A picture book 
full of surprises!

A new picture to discover at 
every turn of the book

An originally 
shaped book to 
turn, lean, lie 
down and flip 
upside down, 
from one
page to the next!

Kei Lam’s imaginative 
illustrations, that play 
with the book’s unique 
format

130 x 300 mm
Hardcover 
pp
€12.00
Age 2+ 
Pub date: February 2021

EAN: 9791027608515

Rights Sold:

Que caches-tu 
dans tes mains ?
What Are You Hiding ?

By Iris Dam • Illustrated by 
Kei Lam

Turn the page to discover what each person or 
animal is holding behind their back!

A guessing game in a book! Look for clues in the pictures to figure out 
what the person or animal is hiding behind their back… Then turn the 
page to see if you’re right!

Fun illustrations by Kei Lam, the illustrator of Livre debout (3,000 
copies sold), in a long vertical format.

120 x 250 mm
30 pp
€12,00
Pub date: May 2023

EAN: 9791027611454

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKS PICTURE BOOKS
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La danse des 
mains
Dancing Hands 

By Hervé Tullet

Hervé Tullet is back with a picture book to read 
with one, two, four or more hands!

A tribute to dance, to the painter’s gesture and to the dexterity of the 
hand.

Children are invited to explore the pages with their hands and to 
gradually loosen their fingers to create a real choreography for the 
hands.

An ode to dance, movement and fine motor skills by the superstar 
Hervé Tullet.

A gateway to dance

A spectacular picture book 
in a large format

Hervé Tullet
Hervé Tullet is the 
author of Un livre 
(2 million copies 
sold worldwide, 
42 langages), 
Couleurs and On 
joue. Creator 
of about 75 children’s books, Hervé 
Tullet loves to provoke surprises 
when he meets children and the 
magic also works througt his much-
awaited books. 

270 x 320 mm 
Hardcover 
64 pp
€13,50 
Age 2+
Pub date: March 2022

EAN: 9791036337635

Castilian, Catalan, Dutch, 
English (World), German, Greek, 
Italian, Korean

Rights Sold:

Ça alors !
Wow !

By Guillaume Bracquemond

Rights Sold:

"Wow, it's been snowing all night", says the 
badger as he wakes up. Every animal family on 
the balconies below has lost something. So what's 
going on at the foot of the building?"

A jubilant narrative built on repetition, with a final effect of surprise, as 
in Susanne Strasser's albums.
The illustrations are full of funny little details: at the bottom of each 
scene, you can see an ear, horn, tail, etc. of the neighbour below 
sticking out. And at the top you can see the upstairs neighbour on his 
balcony.

Author and illustrator Guillaume Bracquemond, machinist for Nantes, 
is making his debut in Tourbillon.

A beautiful end-of-year 
album with a glittery 
effect on the snow on 
the cover.

273 x 163 mm
Boardbook
18 pp
€12.50
Age 2+
Pub date: October 2023

EAN: 9791027611805

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS
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Nine et Nouille
Nine and Noodle
By Emilie Chazerand • 
Illustrated by Thomas Baas

A fun picture book about Nine and Noodle, a 
carnivore plant with a big appetite!

Nine is bored. So, she plants a little seed which soon grows into a 
huge carnivore plant called Noodle. Noodle enjoys listening to stories 
and eating… But then the plant gobbles up the cat, the dog and very 
nearly Nine’s little brother, who she saves just in time!

A mischievous story with cheeky illustrations.

210 x 252 mm
Hardcover
40 pp
€12,90
Age 3+
Pub date: April 2023

EAN: 9782408034177

Rights Sold:

Vite, vite !
Hurry Up !

By Emilie Chazerand • 
Illustrated by Sandra De la 
Prada

A new album by Emilie Chazerand about the daily 
life of a family that is always running, seen through 
the eyes of a little girl.

One day her parents realise that time is running out and that she is 
growing up fast. What if we took a little time?

A tender look at the race of everyday life, which will speak to all 
parents who constantly tell their children to hurry up. This book invites 
us to take a small step back from our frenetic pace, to take the time to 
watch our children grow up and to enjoy the present moment.

Sandra De la Prada’s illus-
trations are very expressive 
and immediately appealing

210 x 252 mm
40 pp
€12.90
Age 3+
Pub date: September 2023

EAN: 9782408043599

Everyday situations 
are approached with 
accuracy and humour 
by Emilie Chazerand

Rights Sold:
Brazil, Portuguese

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS
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Le dîner de 
mouches
Dinner Between Flies

By Vincent Guigue • 
Illustrated by Yannick Robert  

The story of a very formal dinner between two 
flies. Readers will love the contrast between the           
situation and the dialogue!

When a fly invites a friend round for dinner, everything is delicate and 
refined. The table is beautifully set, and the conversation is… lively!
So, sit down and enjoy this delicious and completely offbeat meal!
A hilarious book to play with words.

An elegant and refined 
picture book

The book plays on the 
contrast between a formal 
setting and toilet-related 
vocabulary

Le pique-nique 
des mouches

200 x 250 mm
Hardcover 
32 pp
€11.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2021-2023

EAN: 9791036328954

267 x 207 mm
Hardcover
40 pp
€12,90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: October 2022

EAN: 9782408037338

Le très grand 
câlin
The Very Big Hug

By Manon Fargetton and 
Guillaume Bianco

Rights Sold:

A comforting picture book on the universal theme 
of hugs

Two children hug each other. Soon a third child joins them, then 
another, then two, five and ten more! The hug gets bigger and bigger, 
embraces everyone, until it becomes a big cuddle that flies away! How 
far will it go? To the next child who needs a hug… Could it be the 
reader of this book?

In this gentle picture book, Manon Fargetton shows the virtues of 
empathy and kindness, and that everyone has a right to cuddles.
A comforting story that echoes a universal need shared by young and 
old.

Tender and humorous 
illustrations that clo-
sely reflect children’s 
expressions

A smooth and 
delicate writing 
style

Spanish (Latin America), 
Chinese (Complex)

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS
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Un texte de Bernard Friot
illustré par Louis Thomas et raconté par Jacques Gamblin

Musique de Camille Sains Saëns et Jean-François Verdier
interprétée par L’orchestre Victor Hugo de Franche-Comté

UN
LIVRE

CD

 Introduction

Le narrateur : Mesdames et messieurs, et les petits enfants aussi, bienvenue 

à la salle des fêtes de Lionville, où vous allez assister au grand concours 

annuel de cuisine musicale ! Y participent différents groupes d’animaux 

venus du monde entier. Quant au jury, il est composé cette année d’une 

chèvre, d’un escargot de Franche-Comté, d’un canard et d’un cygne. 

Et il est présidé, bien sûr, par le plus grand, le plus fort, le plus beau 

des animaux : le lion ! Tiens, le voilà.

Le lion : Quel est l’abruti qui a marché sur ma queue ? Il a intérêt 

à se dénoncer immédiatement, sinon je l’avale tout cru.

Le narrateur (embarrassé) : Euh… Majesté, personne n’a marché sur votre queue. 

Elle s’est coincée dans la porte automatique.

Le lion : T’es sûr ? Bon, on recommence tout. Allez, vite, qu’on lance 

le concours, j’ai faim !
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Le carnaval 
(gastronomique) 
des animaux
Gastronomic Carnival of The 
Animals

By Bernard Friot • By 
VARIOUS AUTHORS 

Discover two fantastic tales by Bernard Friot and 
the CD that comes with it!

It’s carnival day in Lionville. Discover the great musical cooking    
contest and discover who wants to poison the Lion! Or discover 
the story of Pierre and the Wolf where every animals is a different 
insturment! 

Different tales for a perfect introduction to the discovery of the 
symphony orchestra by children.

The jury tastes all the dishes 
made by the animals at the 
carnival, to the sound of the 
music played by the orchestra

A funny and 
offbeat version of 
a classic cooking 
competition

Louis Thomas’ 
inspired, and cheeky 
illustrations

Pierre et le 
loup suivi de 
Le canard est 
toujours vivant

260 x 315 mm - 
250 x270 mm
Hardcover + CD 
40 pp
€19.90 - €25.00
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2015 - 2020

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9782408013936

Rights Sold:

A cute collection of picture books relating little 
animals school life and their adventures.

Discover Théo, Alice, Gaston... each one prepares in his own way: they 
take their favourite things, put them in a little bag, and... off they go!
Today is a big day!

“See You Tomorrow” picture book series is about a child’s first steps at 
school! It accompany the children during their first day at school and 
dedramatize the process.  A series full of envy and confidence towards 
the school... and the children! Ideal for familiarising yourself with the 
start of the new school year.Bienvenue à la 

cantine
Welcome To The Canteen

By Claudia Bielinski

A confident and optimistic 
view of school with Claudia 
Bielinsky’s spontaneous
and colorful style

Cute little 
characters 
children will 
love 

Prêt pour le 
grand jour ?
La rentrée de 
roudoudou

More than 10,000 copies sold in the series in France!

195 x 240 mm
Board Book
22 pp - 26 pp
€9.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2019 - 2022

Number of titles: 3

EAN: 9791036345265

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKS ALBUMS-CD DE BERNARD FRIOTPICTURE BOOKS À DEMAIN LES COPAINS!
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La guerre des 
petits pois n'aura 
pas lieu
The Peas War Will Not Take 
Place

By Édouard Manceau

Rights Sold:

A very wise picture book to learn how to deal with 
injustice, no matter how big or small

Max and Lulu are the kings of peas! They have just picked a big pile of 
them. Tomorrow, they will sell them at the market and, with the money 
they earn, go on a big trip. But the next day, the big bad Stan comes 
along and eats all the peas. With the help of their friend Caroline, Max 
and Lulu decide to teach Stan a lesson. On the way, they bump into 
Dominique, who has just broken his shell while climbing and looks in 
bad shape…. So, the three friends forget about revenge and help him 
instead. After all, the war with Stan can wait, helping out a friend is way 
more important.

This picture book by Edouard Manceau is a sweet and happy story, full 
of empathy, that will make kids laugh and think. 
The two budding gardeners have to put their desire for revenge to one 
side to find peace and joy.

A sweet and funny 
story

Édouard 
Manceau 
Edouard Manceau 
was born in 
1969 in Vendée. 
After travelling 
the world in 
the 1990s, he began to exhibit his 
work as a painter. Then he began 
to exhibit his work as a painter. 
Then he began to write stories for 
little ones and his first book was 
published in 1999. He has written 
more than one hundred children’s 
books, often translated abroad.

A lesson in wisdom 
by bestselling author 
Edouard Manceau

200 x 260 mm
Hardcover
40 pp
€10,90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: September 2022

EAN: 9782408032692

La journée de 
Bongromeuh
Bongromeuh’s Day

By Rémi Chaurand  

What will Bongromeuh do today? …It’s yours to 
decide! A different story with each reading!

“What should Bongromeuh do today?
If you want to let him sleep a bit more, gently close the book, without 
making any noise, and come back later.
If you want to wake him up, slam the book shut and open it again on 
page 8.” 

An interactive picture book, and first of its kind, along the lines of those 
in which you are the hero where the child guides the story.

Rémi Chaurand  
His books have 
been published 
by Bayard, 
L’École des loisirs, 
Casterman, 
Nathan and 
Milan. «Éloi et 
Dagobert - Un nouveau voisin rue 
des Poteaux» was awarded the ‘Prix 
jeunesse de la ville du Touquet’, 
and «Les Quinzebille - À taaable 
!», the Fonds Decitre’s ‘Prix.  Petit 
Libraire’.

The child choose what to do 

A different story 
with each reading

Comic like Bublle to 
interract with the 
character 

220 x 220 mm
Board book
54 pp
€12.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: April 2020

EAN: 9791036313622

Chinese (Simplified), 
Portuguese (Brazil)

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS
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Rêve de neige
Dream of Winter Nights

By Sybille Delacroix

An ode to the power of the imagination, as strange 
little snowflakes start to swirl around Lucie and 
Ulysse’s bedroom… 

Sledding down the stairs, having a snowball fight in your living room… 
Impossible, right? Not for Lucie and Ulysse who have the most 
extraordinary Christmas night ever, thanks to a snow globe! 

A Lucie and Ulysse story, the characters from the “Graines de sable” 
picture book, translated into 5 languages!

Sybille Delacroix
Born in 1974 in 
Brussels, she 
graduated from the 
École de recherche 
graphique de 
Bruxelles and has 
been working as an illustrator and 
graphic designer since 2000. She 
has illustrated classic tales for 
Duculot. She lives in Revel, Haute-
Garonne.
Her books for children have been 
published by Bayard: Les p’tits 
noms, J’ai peur, Ronchonette 
Cocolle, Blanche hait la nuit, 
Graines de sable and the Cléo 
series.

Sibylle Delacroix is 
a bestselling author, 
with a sensitive and 
contemplative style

All the ingredients for 
a wonderful story: a 
dreamlike world and an 
exciting adventure! 

230 x 255 mm
Hardcover 
32 pp
€11.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: September 2021

EAN: 9791036329012

Belarus, Japanese, Korean, 
Russian

Rights Sold:

Graines de sable
Grains of Sand

By Sibylle Delacroix

A new board book edition that gently explores the 
nostalgia and happiness of vacations.

Immerse yourself in a poetic and nostalgic world that will bring back 
happy memories of childhood vacations.

A title that has already sold more than 5,700 copies and that features 
on the French National Education’s reading list

Delicate and subtle two-color 
images in pencil, like Sybille 
Delacroix’s Rêve de neige (6,000 
copies sold)

A smaller and sturdier 
format than the first 
picture book edition

Sibylle Delacroix
Born in 1974 
in Brussels, 
she graduated 
from the École 
de recherche 
graphique de 
Bruxelles and 
has been working as an illustrator 
and graphic designer since 2000. 
She has illustrated classic tales for 
Duculot. She lives in Revel, Haute-
Garonne.
Her books for children have been 
published by Bayard: Les p’tits 
noms, J’ai peur, Ronchonette 
Cocolle, Blanche hait la nuit, 
Graines de sable and the Cléo 
series.

180 x 205 mm
Board book with hardcover
32 pp
€10,90
Age 3+
Pub date: June 2023

EAN: 9791036358104

Catalan, Chinese (Simplified), 
English (India),  Japanese, 
Korean, Russian, Spanish 
(World)

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS
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Tous les animaux sortent sans bruit.
Ils chuchotent : – C’est quoi, ton idée ?
L’escargot murmure : – Allez au bord de la rivière
et ramassez de la terre mouillée !
– De la terre mouillée ? s’étonnent les animaux.
– Oui oui ! reprend l’escargot.  
De la bonne terre glaise,
celle avec laquelle on fait des pots.
Vite ! Rapportez-en chacun un bon paquet.
Après, je vous expliquerai.

RONPSCHHH !
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Le monde des 
nombres
The World of Numbers

By Anne-Marie Labrecque 
• By Mélissa Coallier • 
Illustrated by Mathieu 
Dionne St-Arneault

A fun counting book to learn about numbers and 
quantities while having fun

"Four millipedes wearing ties growing potatoes”: the colorful 
illustrations and offbeat texts call on children’s imaginations and gently 
introduce them to the world of math. 

Each number, from 1 to 20, is represented in numerals, with fingers, 
with dice, and in script and cursive lower-case letters. Each number is 
also associated with a nursery rhyme and pictures to count.

A book to encourage early readers to observe, speak and listen. To be 
enjoyed by children as well as their parents and teachers.

Created by two 
teachers, perfectly 
combines learning, 
fun and design

Colorful illustrations by 
a stylish designer

Le monde des 
lettres

200 x 255 mm
Hardcover
48 pp
€11,90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: August 2022

EAN: 9791036345890

Rights Sold:
English (U.S)

Les Belles 
Histoires de 
mes 2 ans
Les Belles 
Histoires de 
mes 3 ans
Les Belles 
Histoires de 
mes 4 ans
Les Belles 

Histoires de 
mes 5 ans
Les Belles 
Histoires de 
mes 6 ans
Les Belles 
Histoires 
Contes de 
Noël

The perfect gift for Little One’s Birthday! 

Discover the Collection of the best-selling series ‘Beautiful Stories’!  
Children can know collect for each of their birthday their most beloved 
stories. 
Eight stories selected from among the greatest successes of      
Beautiful Stories, signed by well-known authors and illustrators. 

A beautiful hardback book with over 200 pages of stories!

Les Belles 
Histoires  - 
Contes de loups
The Collection of Beautiful 
Stories Wolves Tales

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Internationally 
renowed illustrators

Strong graphics and rythmic 
texts draw readers into
magic

210 x 220 mm - 
Hardcover
212 pp - 224 pp
€13.90
Age 3+ - 6+
Pub date: 2018 - 2023

Number of titles: 7

EAN: 9791036359576

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS LES BELLES HISTOIRES RECUEILS   
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Ma bête à 
questions
My Question Animal!

By Chloé Almeras

Rights Sold:

How do fish breathe underwater? Why do we die?

Lou has a strange beast running around in her head, asking questions 
all the time and never letting her rest.
It's interesting to ask questions, but it's also tiring because you have to 
find the answers! All children who are curious and eager for answers 
will recognize themselves in Lou's relationship with her little beast.

By a very promising young author-illustrator who has already published 
more than 4 albums in the last three years, all of which have won critical 
acclaim ("Un autre rivage"; "Joséphine"; "L'ours et le Sipetit")

The question beast is embodied 
and visible with a beautiful pan-
tone colour and all children will 
dream in one!

A universal subject treated with 
humour and lightness thanks to 
the fresh and funny images of 
Chloé Alméras.

162 x 237 mm
Hardcover
32 pp
€11,90
Age: 4+
Pub date: September 2023

EAN: 9791036343100

Mister Lion is in a hurry… How should he get 
there? A simple and irresistible book with die-cuts!

Mister Lion is late. He doesn’t know which vehicle to use… A scooter? 
A bike? A skateboard? His friend Monkey has lots of ideas to get him 
there fast, each one funnier than the last! 
A funny picture book that introduces young children to laughter and 
running gags, with a monkey who plays tricks and a lovable big lion.

Already published: Monsieur Lion chez le coiffeur (10,000 copies sold) 
and Monsieur Lion s’habille. Britta Teckentrup received a Bologna 
Ragazzi Non-Fiction special mention award in 2018.Monsieur Lion 

est pressé !
Mister Lion is in a hurry ! 

By Britta Teckentrup

Fun for the young 
readers and the 
older ones  An irrestible 

book-object

More than 40,000 copies sold in the series in France!

Different poses and 
expressions to create 
wacky and unexpected 
situations

Monsieur Lion 
s’habille !
Monsieur Lion 
chez le coiffeur !

170 x 240 mm
Boardbook with a hole  
36 pp
€12.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2015 - 2023

Number of titles: 3

EAN: 9791036348563

Chinese (Simplified), English 
(World), German, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS MONSIEUR LION
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Miss Trop
Miss Too Much

By Sibylle Delacroix

Sybille Delacroix’ new picture book about 
consumer society

A beach vacation, pony riding, tons of birthday gifts… 
Miss Trop is spoilt. Gifts are great but some simple things, like a dog’s 
friendship, are worth all the treasure in the world.

A cheeky picture book that takes a look at our consumer society 
through a deliberately magnifying glass. Miss Trop illustrates how 
being submerged with stuff can never replace the joy of building 
strong, caring and loving relationships!

Fun illustrations, 
full of detail

A beautiful work 
of color in two 
tones: black and 
red

Sibylle Delacroix 
Born in 1974 
in Brussels, 
she graduated 
from the École 
de recherche 
graphique de 
Bruxelles and 
has been working as an illustrator 
and graphic designer since 2000. 
She has illustrated classic tales for 
Duculot. She lives in Revel, Haute-
Garonne.
Her books for children have been 
published by Bayard: Les p’tits 
noms, J’ai peur, Ronchonette 
Cocolle, Blanche hait la nuit, 
Graines de sable and the Cléo 
series.

230 x 243 mm
Hardcover
32 pp
€11,90
Age 4+ 
Pub date: September 2022

EAN: 9791036343087

Rights Sold:

Un cheveu dans 
la soupe
A Hair in the Soup

By Guillaume Bianco • 
Illustrated by Caroline Hüe

Rights Sold:

When everyday life turns into a great adventure… 
A picture book to make light of difficult mealtimes

Sam doesn’t like soup. No matter how hard she tries, she can’t eat 
a single spoonful… She’s staring down at her bowl, when suddenly 
something strange appears. What is it? A hair? Yuck! Sam grabs it and 
pulls and pulls, before realizing that the strand of hair belongs to… the 
ferocious ogre who lives at the bottom of her soup bowl! He leaps out 
and Sam runs away.

This picture book gives the imagination free reign and embarks the 
reader on a high-speed chase from the kitchen to the bottom of a soup 
bowl! Lots of tasty characters appear along the way, like her annoying 
little brother, a terrifying and almost bald ogre, and fish-vegetables 
living in the soup.

A funny tone to 
tackle a theme that 
parents are familiar 
with

A well-paced and 
original story

278 x 245 mm
Hardcover
40 pp
€12,90
Age 4+ 
Pub date: October 2022

EAN: 9782408018221

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS
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Le secret de Soro
Soro’s Secret

By Charline Le Maguet

Rights Sold:

Why does Soro seem so sad lately? Musa, his 
friend, helps him share his dark secret.

Musa and Soro, two little shrews, are the best of friends.
But one day, Musa can tell that something is wrong with Soro. Little by 
little, Musa encourages Soro to share his dark secret with him. Then, 
they have to tell the adults so that Soro can move on.

A story about loyalty, friendship and abuse that focuses on adults’ 
responsibility towards children. 
The difficult topic of child abuse is explored with a great deal of 
sensitivity, to encourage children to speak up, highlighting the support 
system and allies they still have around them

Minimalist and tender 
illustrations

An accompanying 
and sensitve text

180 x 255 mm
Hardcover
48 pp
€12,90
Age 4+ 
Pub date: November 2022

EAN: 9791036343131

Les Trois Ours 
chez Boucle d’Or
The Three Bears at Goldilocks

By Sybille Delacroix

It’s the Three Bears’ turn to come to Goldilocks’ 
house and make a mess! A beautiful picture 
book, and a funny, cheeky twist on a well-known        
fairytale. 

Little Bear is very excited. He and his parents are going to Goldilocks’ 
house. He can’t wait to find out how humans live!
The Three Bears explore the living room, kitchen, bedroom, and 
bathroom, touching and exploring everything as they go. Poor 
Goldilocks! The Three Bears make quite a mess!
The illustrations speed up as the visit turns to chaos. The images begin 
slowly, and get faster and faster, until poor Goldilocks doesn’t know 
where to turn. Despite running from one room to the next, she cannot 
stop the destruction, as illustrated in the zoomed-out view of inside the 
house. 

Sybille Delacroix 
Born in 1974 
in Brussels, 
she graduated 
from the École 
de recherche 
graphique de 
Bruxelles and 
has been working as an illustrator 
and graphic designer since 2000. 
She has illustrated classic tales for 
Duculot. She lives in Revel, Haute-
Garonne.
Her books for children have been 
published by Bayard: Les p’tits 
noms, J’ai peur, Ronchonette 
Cocolle, Blanche hait la nuit, 
Graines de sable and the Cléo 
series.
 

Illustrations teeming with 
details that kids will love

Baby Bear is the 
one who discovers 
Goldilocks’ house 
and makes a big 
mess

A high-quality picture 
book in a large format

249 x 350 mm
Hardcover
32 pp
€12.90
Age 4+ 
Pub date: September 2020

EAN: 9791036315831

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS
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Le petit 
chaperon rouge
Little Red Riding Hood 

By Xavier Deneux  

The story of Red Riding Hood, reinvented by 
Xavier Deneux in a book with a surprising artistic 
approach.

Milan continues its development of tactile books with this series of 
awareness and first discovery titles. Shapes, embossed and debossed, 
come face-to-face to make these picture books a new sensorial 
experience. A bold and modern adaptation. The characters and places 
are represented symbolically: for a simplified and accessible reading!

Xavier Deneux   
After high school, 
he applied to 
ESAG Penninghen 
and graduated in 
1994. His career 
took a turn in 
2000 when he 
illustrated his first picture book, 
“L’École du cirque”. From then on, 
Xavier Deneux began drawing for 
children full-time in various sectors.

 

Accessible to all children 

Red Riding Hood is a 
mischievous child’s 
hand, the wolf a 
disturbing Chinese 
shadow

A unique artistic work, which 
combines illustrations, shadow 
puppets and photographs

220 x 302 mm
Hardcover
48 pp
€15.90
Age 4+ 
Pub date: October 2020

EAN: 9782408015145

Rights Sold:

Anthologies of some of Africa’s most beautiful 
tales, as written and told by Souleymane Mbodj.

10 stories to read and listen to with a CD, featuring animals of the 
Savanna, humour, and philosophy! 

Apart from their obvious value as enjoyable reading, these tales – 
sometimes close to the fable – have a real educational content: they 
teach and transmit universal values. At the end of each one, there’s a 
little moral, where virtue and intelligence always triumph. An attractive 
book ideal to initiate children to the power of stories and myths from a 
fascinating continent.Contes d’Afrique 

- La Sagesse
Tales of Africa - Wisdom 

By Souleymane Mbodj • By 
VARIOUS ILLUSTRATORS

Storyteller Souleymane 
Mbodj brings us all the 
magic of the African oral 
tradition

Equally educational 
and enjoyable, tales to 
stimulate imagination

Contes 
d’Afrique - Les 
animaux
Contes 
d’Afrique - la 
magie

More than 105,000 copies sold in the series in France!

240 x 250 mm -
267 x 230 mm
Hardcover + CD
40 pp - 64 pp
€18.00
Age 4+ 
Pub date: 2018 - 2021

Number of titles: 3

EAN: 9782408027247

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS CONTES D’AFRIQUE
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Ma timidité
My Shyness

By Séverine Vidal  • 
Illustrated by Marie Leghima 

An original picture book tackling the universal 
theme of shyness, and how to overcome it.

“Just as I stood up to recite my poem in front of the class, the words 
got stuck in my throat…” The story of a little girl who is overwhelmed 
by her shyness, portrayed here as an imaginary creature that appears 
without warning and takes over the situation. She decide the creature 
needs to be tamed, so that they can live together. 

A must-read for helping kids overcome their shyness. A subtle and 
empathetic exploration of an everyday situation, that many children
can relate to, in a funny and lighthearted picture book.

Séverine Vidal 
She is an award-
winning author
of novels, comic 
books, picture 
books, and texts 
for the press. She 
also runs writing 
workshops for all ages.

The beautiful illustrations 
highlight the text 

A book which through 
humour and lightness 
deals with everyday 
situations shared by 
many children

A reading that can 
give keys to children 
paralysed by their 
shyness

195 x 280 mm
Hardcover
40 pp
€12.90
Age 5+ 
Pub date: April 2021

EAN: 9782408016326

Chinese (Simplified), Korean, 
Swedish

Rights Sold:

Lololita, petites 
pensées et 
marguerites
Lololita, little pansies and 
daisies

By Jo Hoestlandt • 
Illustrated by Aurélie 
Guillerey

Rights Sold:

Would you like to meet Lololita? She is a cow that 
folds, a cow that sorts and also a cow that prays! A 
little masterpiece of humour and intelligence.

Lololita, successively a philosopher, a cheeky person or a poet, informs 
herself and, above all, gives us her own explosive view on important 
subjects! How can we not be touched by this cow and the affectionate 
relationship she has with the two children Ruben and Suzon? Under the 
poetic, whimsical and philosophical pen of Jo Hoestlandt at the top 
of her game ("La maitresse d'école" (Les Belles Histoires) sold 36,000 
copies).

A promising series which we hope will be followed by many other 
episodes such as "La vache qui lit" (The reading cow).

Aurélie Guillerey’s beautiful illustra-
tions bring humour and tenderness 
to the characters. 500,000 copies 
sold of her collection «Mes premiers 
livres sonores».

A generous collection of 3 
episodes for the little ones, 
but which is also a first 
reading.160 x 230 mm

Hardcover
48 pp
€13,90
Age: 5+
Pub date: September 2023

EAN: 9791036343117

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS



Aussitôt les doudous forment une longue file, et ils se mettent en route.

Ils traversent d’immenses forêts, franchissent de hautes montagnes,

marchent sur des fleuves gelés.

Des cerfs, des chamois, des écureuils, des hiboux, des loups même  

les regardent passer, fascinés :

« C’est déjà Noël ? Bon voyage, les doudous ! », les encouragent-ils.

Lapinou, Juju la tortue et Toutusé se laissent bercer sur le dos de Fanfan.

La lune est ronde et éclaire le chemin. Dans la file règne un joyeux brouhaha.
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La longue 
marche des 
doudous
The Teddies’ Long March 

By Claire Clément • 
Illustrated by Geneviève 
Godbout

Who knows a child better than his teddy bear? 

The favourite animal, the one we take everywhere and tell everything 
to... So, every year, all the cuddly toys get together to meet Father 
Christmas and tell him about the ideal dream gift for their little ones.
There’s Fanfan the elephant, Lapinou who has only one leg left,    
Toutusé the teddy bear, Juju the turtle, Zigouigoui the mouse and 
many others. Like every other year, the favourite toys meet up for the 
long trek to the land of Santa Claus…

Claire Clément  
She writes picture books and novels 
for young and older children. She 
has won a number of awards, 
including the ‘Prix Chronos’ and 
‘Prix des Incorruptibles’ twice, and 
the ‘Prix Lire en fête’. She also 
contributes to Bayard’s children’s 
magazines. 
 

A story that is sure to fascinate 
little ones, who express so much 
through their cuddly toys

A real talent for 
storytelling that 
gives life to this 
band of cuddly 
toys

Realistic and tender 
images

245 x 297 mm
Hardcover  
24 pp
€12.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2016

EAN: 9782408032180

English (World)
Rights Sold:

Sur mon fil
On The Edge 

By Séverine Vidal • 
Illustrated by Louis Thomas

Between the homes of her divorced parents, the 
girl telling this story has stretched an invisible 
thread. 

Every Saturday, she walks along it like a tightrope, it helps her deal with 
the emotions of a child in joint custody… 

On the extremely topical subject of alternating custody, an album full 
of poetry.

A tenseful situation known 
by a lot of young children 

The poetic illustrations 
of Louis Thomas 

Séverine Vidal 
She is an award-
winning author
of novels, comic 
books, picture 
books, and texts 
for the press. She 
also runs writing 
workshops for all ages.

 

210 x 280 mm
Hardcover   
48 pp
€13.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: February 2017

EAN: 9782745973412

Basque, Italian
Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS



Peut-être  
que les abeilles  

font du miel 

parce qu’elles  
ne savent pas faire  

le chocolat.
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Le Grand Livre
des peut-être,
des si et des
pourquoi ? 
The Big Book of Maybe, If And 
Why

By Ghislaine Roman • 
Illustrated by Tom Schamp

The compilation, in one beautiful and big volume, 
of the 3 best-sellers of Ghislaine Roman and Tom 
Schamp: “The Book of maybe”, “The Book of if”, 
“The Book of little why”.

An anthology of thoughts of children who embody their vision 
sometimes daily, sometimes dreamlike, and sometimes unusual ... 
In this book, children’s questions give artists a space of poetry and 
exceptional invention! Indeed, “maybe bees make honey because 
they do not know how to make chocolate” and “if the fish could not 
swim, the sea would be covered with buoys” ... What? Oh? Who 
knows…

Three unusual books assembled in 
one volume

Tom Schamp’s superb 
illustrations are the 
perfect visual expression 
of Ghislaine Roman’s zany, 
inspired stories

A tribute to children’s 
imagination

260 x 260 mm
Hardcover
80 pp
€14.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2014

EAN: 9782745968579

Chinese (Simplified), Ukrainian
Rights Sold:

Le petit 
chaperon qui 
n’était pas rouge
The Little Not Red Riding 
Hood  

BySandrine Beau • 
Illustrated by Marie Desbons

An original version of the famous tale, revisited in 
the cold, blue hues of Russia’s icy plains.

A little girl dressed in blue and nicknamed the “Little Blue Girl” has to 
cross the wood to bring a jar of honey to her sick grandmother. This 
story seems familiar to us and we think we know the rest... But this is 
where the rewriting takes on its full force: it draws on our knowledge to 
better divert the tale and surprise us! Here, the red coat has become 
blue, the wafer has been replaced by a balalaika and the wolf has 
given way to a bear who gives advice and warms the little girl during 
the night with his fur. And to keep them entertained, a little game 
awaits the readers at the end of the story, as they can choose their 
favourite ending from three suggestions. 
And, to further surprise readers, a little game awaits them at the end of 
the story: choose the ending they prefer from among four suggestions, 
or even invent their own ending and write it in the book. 

An album that won the 2015-2016 ‘Prix des Incorruptibles’!

Sandrine Beau 
She has published numerous stories 
with Milan Presse and Bayard 
Presse, and books for young people 
with Oskar Éditions, L’Élan vert 
and Grasset Jeunesse. «Le Petit 
Chaperon qui n’était pas rouge» is 
her first album published by Milan.

The author plays with warm and 
cold colours, transposing the story 
into a universe that is the opposite 
of the original story

An original rewriting 
of the famous tale 

200 x 245 mm
Hardcover
40 pp
€9.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: March 2014

EAN: 9782408033606

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS
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La petite soeur 
du chaperon 
rouge
The Little Sister of Little Red 
Riding Hood  

By Didier Levy • Illustrated 
by Clotilde Perrin

An original album: who thought that Little Red 
Riding Hood could have a little sister with a strong 
character?

Little Red Riding Hood has grown up. Today, this beautiful young 
woman, famous throughout the world, signs autographs and wears 
dark glasses. For her, the forest is nothing more than a vast piece of 
real estate where she dreams of building a huge amusement park.    A 
“Chaperonrougeland”! But Carlotta, her little sister, has other projects 
in mind... 

A daring sequel to the famous tale!

A daring character who 
opposes to the famous 
Little Red Riding Hood 

Beautiful and poetic 
illustrations 

A funny retalling 
that awakens the 
notion of ecology

260 x 315 mm
Softcover
48 pp
€12.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: October 2019

EAN: 9782408014827

Korean
Rights Sold:

Dans la grande 
forêt
Inside The Forest 

By Jeanne Boyer • Illustrated 
by Caroline Hüe

An album that humorously plays the card of        
reference to traditional tales.

Rosalie, a smart little girl with a love for mischief, must walk through the 
forest to visit atmysterious “grandma cupcake”. On the way, she
meets characters from tales. But it takes moretthan that to scare 
Rosalie – she has already readtall the fairy tales! But when she meets 
the witchtfrom Hansel and Gretel, that’s another story…

Caroline Hüe has created a gallery 
of colourful characters and placed 
here and there references to 
characters immortalised by Walt 
Disney

The reader will have 
fun recognising the 
characters and will also 
be able to anticipate 
their traps to better foil 
them

A beautiful tribute 
to reading 

260 x 260 mm
Hardcover 
38 pp
€11.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2018

EAN: 9782408005795

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS
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Des trous dans le 
vent
Hole In The Wind

By Bernard Friot • Illustrated 
by Aurélie Guillerey

A collection of poems, richly illustrated by Aurélie 
Guillerey, for an undramatized approach to poetry.

“Poems are holes in the wind. Let’s fill those holes with confetti, 
laughter, surprises and invisible fears. Then we can give them as    
presents, share them, again and again”. 

Bernard Friot invites you to discover his new collection of poetry.

Beautiful illustrations to 
accompagny Bernard Friot’s 
word 

There is no age to 
discover poetry 

Bernard Friot  
He is a French 
author who has 
lived in several 
different cities 
across France 
and Germany. He 
began teaching 
literature and soon became 
interested in children and teens’ 
reading habits. He wrote, among 
others, the famous “Histoires 
pressées” series.

175 x 250 mm
Hardcover 
88 pp
€14.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: January 2019

EAN: 9782745994677

Italian
Rights Sold:

La moufle
The Mitten

By Christine Palluy • 
Illustrated by Samuel 
Ribeyron

How a lost mitten becomes a shelter for a whole 
gang of animals and causes a merry rumpus in the 
woods. 

In the middle of winter, it’s bitterly cold for the forest dwellers, even 
for Igor. One day, he goes out to cut wood and he loses his mitten 
without noticing. But the mitten finds a happy taker: Pretty Mouse, 
who snuggles up inside to protect herself from the freezing wind. Then 
tap, tap, Frisky Frog comes to join her, then crick crack, Rapid Rabbit 
comes in too, then Wily Wolf comes looking for a little place, then 
boom baboom, Buster Bear comes in too. Pretty Mouse, who has a 
cold, can’t stop herself: ATCHOO! The mitten is blown to pieces.
So where can the animals take shelter now?

One of the childrens’ 
favourite repetition 
tales

A new, more visually 
exciting end for this great 
classic tale about sharing, 
solidarity and hospitality

200 x 245 mm
Hardcover   
40 pp
€9.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: January 2015

EAN: 9782745973351

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS
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M. Rovere     F. Pillot    

LES SOUVENIRS DU

CHENE
VIEUX 

’est une longue, longue vie 

que celle d’un grand et vieux 

chêne comme moi. Vous te-

nez vraiment à ce que je vous 

la raconte ?

« Oui, oui, oui ! » crièrent en 

chœur les animaux de la forêt. 

Très bien. Je vais vous dire ce 

que j’ai vu au long des nombreux siècles 

écoulés depuis ma naissance. Cela fait bien 

longtemps que je me dresse ici, exactement 

à l’endroit où vous me voyez, et pourtant je 

dois dire que je ne me suis presque jamais 

ennuyé. Quand cela m’est arrivé, c’était 

seulement un temps très court, jamais plus 

de cinquante ou soixante ans. Ah, bien sûr, 

vos années à vous se comptent encore sur 

les doigts d’une main. Il vous est difficile 

d’imaginer ce que signifie vivre des cen-

taines, des milliers d’années. 

L’expérience et l’observation m’ont beau-

coup appris, et souvent mon silence a couvé 

de grandes méditations. Mais j’ai aussi fait 

de grosses erreurs. C’est de cette manière-là 

que, progressivement, je suis devenu moi-

même. 

Car, mes amis, n’allez pas croire que je sois 

toujours resté immuable. On change beau-

coup dans une vie. Qu’elle dure un seul 

jour, quelques années ou plusieurs siècles, 

on ne demeure jamais identique d’un bout 

à l’autre. Toi, tes ongles poussent ; toi, tu 

perds tes poils ; toi, tes bois tombent et 

poussent à nouveau, et toi, marmotte, tu 

deviens grasse ou maigre. Il en est de même 

pour moi. À mesure que passent et re-

passent les saisons, mes années se dessinent 

à l’intérieur de mon tronc. Chacune d’elles 

ajoute un anneau qui m’étoffe et m’instruit. 

Elle est loin aujourd’hui l’époque où j’étais 

jeune pousse ! Mais si étrange que cela 

puisse paraître, je m’en souviens encore… 

C
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Le génie du 
pousse-pousse
The Genius Of Rickshaw 

By Jean-Côme Nogues   • 
Illustrated by Anne Romby

When Chen, a poor rickshaw puller, tries to pick 
a jasmine branch, he doesn’t know that his fate is 
about to change.

Chen, a poor rickshaw boy, is content with his poor, simple life. But 
one day, in his neighbor’s house, he discovers fabulous dishes that 
make him realize how poor he is, and he feels discontented. One day, 
a customer asks Chen to take him to the very top of a hill. He’s a very 
big, stout man, so the ride will be hard work; but Chen’s life is about to 
take a new turn…

Twice awarded album: ‘Prix Saint-Exupéry’ in 2001 and ‘Prix       
Chrétien de Troyes’ in 2002.

Beautifull illustrations by 
the famous  Anne Romby 

A dreamlike and 
poetic tale

More than 90,000copies sold in France! 

240 x 320 mm
Softcover   
48 pp
€16.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2018

EAN: 9782408015718

Rights Sold:
Korean

Les souvenirs du 
vieux chêne
The Old Oak’s Memories  

By Maxime Rovere • 
Illustrated by Frédéric Pillot

An old oak tree tells us about the magical, 
historical and legendary events it has witnessed in 
its lifetime.

Snow white takes shelter from the hunter beneath the tree, it watches 
the hare and the tortoise run their race. It meets a strange
hermit who is later known as Saint Francis of Assissi. Through the oak 
tree’s eyes, the author, a philosophy graduate, brings us a   reflection 
on our contribution to the world.

A beautiful book which evokes 
all that the forest and the 
trees represent for the men

The life of the Grand 
Chêne is illustrated 
in 16 masterly 
paintings by Frédéric 
Pillot

295 x 345 mm
Hardcover 
80 pp
€19.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2019

EAN: 9782408015602

Vietnamese
Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS
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La princesse sans 
bouche
The Princess Without Mouth 

By Florence Dutruc • 
Illustrated by Julie Rouvière

This tale explores the theme of incest and shows 
how children can rediscover life even after the 
most dramatic events.

This is the story of a little princess, whose father, the king, hurts her 
deeply. He thinks he has the right over everything, including his 
daughter’s body and heart…
An initiatory tale for children, in the footsteps of “Donkey Skin”, 
proving that princesses are stronger than the madness of kings, and 
that you can rediscover a love for life after experiencing the trauma of 
incest. 

Serious subject treated by the tale to approach with the youngest 
children this delicate taboo thematic. At the end of the book, two 
pages of advice to parents to decrypt the messages of the tale. The 
work was designed in close collaboration with a psychologist.

A difficult subject treated with 
delicacy throught a tale

Beautifull and poetic 
illustrations to make 
the children understand 
the text 

The silence surroun-
ding sexual violence is 
finally being broken

Le châle de 
Nonna
Le secret de 
l’arbre creux

210 x 260 mm
Hardcover 
40 pp
€13.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: November 2020

EAN: 9791036315497

Rights Sold:
Vietnamese

Florence Dutruc-Rosset has 
written about thirty books for 
young people, including 15 novels 
in the C’est la vie Lulu collection, 
published by Bayard Editions. 
Lulu is a character from Astrapi 
magazine, of which Florence was 
editor-in-chief for a long time. 
She is now editor-in-chief of the 
magazines Les Belles Histoires and 
Mes Premières Belles Histoires.

Le châle de 
Nonna
Nona’s Shawl 

By Florence Dutruc • 
Illustrated by Juliette 
Barbanègre

A moving tale about healing from grief and loving 
life

Once upon a time, was a young girl named Capucine. She lived 
with her grandmother in a little village, at the foot of the mountains. 
Her grandmother had taken her in when she was a baby. Capucine 
called her “Nonna” and loved her like a mother. Nonna taught her to 
read and write, cut wood and cook… And above all, she taught her 
how to love. But one day, Nonna got sick. When she dies, Capucine 
is devastated. And so, begins a difficult journey, full of obstacles, 
moments of fear and discouragement, but also encounters that 
gradually help her overcome her grief.

A picture book tackling the subject of grief and how not to supress it 
but rather embrass and appreciate the time spent with those who are 
no longer with us.

This book won the 2023 Chronos Prize.

A text written with 
finesse and empathy Generous and soft 

illustrations

La princesse 
sans bouche
Le secret de 
l’arbre creux

210 x 260 mm
Hardcover
40 pages
13,90 €
Age 6+
Pub date : February 2022

EAN : 9791036330346

Vietnamese
Rights Sold:

Florence Dutruc-Rosset has 
written about thirty books for 
young people, including 15 novels 
in the C’est la vie Lulu collection, 
published by Bayard Editions. 
Lulu is a character from Astrapi 
magazine, of which Florence was 
editor-in-chief for a long time. 
She is now editor-in-chief of the 
magazines Les Belles Histoires and 
Mes Premières Belles Histoires.

PICTURE BOOKS LES CONTES QUI GUÉRISSENT PICTURE BOOKS LES CONTES QUI GUÉRISSENT
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Le secret de 
l'arbre creux
The Secret of the Hollow Tree

By Florence Dutruc-Rosset 
• Illustrated by Anna Maria 
Riccobono

A poetic tale that explores a theme that 
unfortunately still exists today: violence towards 
children.

Yoan, whose father is harsh and unloving, likes to spend time in the 
forest. He meets a tree there who tells him a secret: a little boy, whose 
father was also violent, hid drawings inside its trunk. And that little boy 
is… his dad!
Knowing this secret helps Yoan piece himself back together and 
choose a different path than anger and violence.

A moving story that explores an unfortunately common phenomenon: 
abusive parents were often abused as children.

A story to show children that you can start fresh after being treated 
badly and break the cycle of violence by understanding its origins. 
Abuse can be physical or psychological. 50,000 children are estimated 
to be victims of violence in France. This number has risen sharply since 
the first lockdown.
A new gentle text by Florence Dutruc-Rosset and part of our “Contes 
qui guérissent” (Healing Tales) collection, hailed by the press.

215 x 265 mm
Hardcover
32 pp
€13,90
Age 6+
Pub date: February 2023

EAN: 9791036349867

Le châle de 
Nonna
La princesse 
sans bouche

Rights Sold:

Florence Dutruc-Rosset has 
written about thirty books for 
young people, including 15 novels 
in the C’est la vie Lulu collection, 
published by Bayard Editions. 
Lulu is a character from Astrapi 
magazine, of which Florence was 
editor-in-chief for a long time. 
She is now editor-in-chief of the 
magazines Les Belles Histoires and 
Mes Premières Belles Histoires.

Ta peau contre la 
mienne
Your Skin Against Mine

By Rémi Courgeon

Rémi Courgeon’s new character is a figure of 
strength and determination. A female-led Western 
picture book!

“The man who killed you wanted me dead. I was nothing more than 
a hunting trophy for him. That bullet was meant for me, but it pierced 
your chest. Now it’s my turn to pierce his skin…”

Wearing her horse’s skin as a coat, Nuée, a young sidesaddle rider, sets 
out to look for the murderer, Aaron Blake. Hiding in the undergrowth, 
listening out for footsteps, she travels the deserts in search of the man 
who took her friend away. During her journey, she finds a horse and 
nurses it back to health, rediscovering that same bond. But she will 
not stop until she has found Aaron Blake. Then, finally, one day… she 
shoots an arrow and knocks the revolver out of her opponent’s hand. 
She lets him live, preferring horses to humans. “No horse is cruel.”

From breathtaking scenery to battle scenes, the cinematographic 
format plays with light and shadows. Rémi Courgeon plunges the 
reader into Nuée’s quest, in a Western genre. His new heroine, 
determined and solitary, is reminiscent of Brindille and Adjoa.

Rémi Courgeon 
He works for 
the publishing 
and advertising 
industries and 
produces travel 
sketches. He is 
also a painter, 
and his work has been the subject 
of several exhibitions in France 
and abroad. He has about fifteen 
albums to his credit.

A story exploring the relationship 
between men and animals, particularly 
relevant today

A new heroine, proud 
and determined

Scenes reminiscent of Monument 
Valley, warm colors, landscape 
illustrations…The reader is 
plunged into the Western genre 

315 x 230 mm
Hardcover 
48 pp
€16.90
Age 8+ 
Pub date: October 2020

EAN: 9782408016104

Rights Sold:

LES CONTES QUI GUÉRISSENTPICTURE BOOKS PICTURE BOOKS
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Rémi Courgeon 
He works for 
the publishing 
and advertising 
industries and 
produces travel 
sketches. He is 
also a painter, 
and his work has been the subject 
of several exhibitions in France 
and abroad. He has about fifteen 
albums to his credit.

Comme un arbre
As a Tree 

By Rémi Courgeon

Rights Sold:

A poetic and modern picture book about our need 
to get closer to nature

Linette has a school assignment: to write about her spirit animal. But 
she can’t think of anything to write about. Linette would rather be a 
tree. She identifies more with trees, especially lindens. The parallels 
between the girl and trees run throughout the story. Whether physically 
or in her way of being, Linette feels like a tree. And although she can’t 
be the animal her teacher wants her to be, she can be the tree that 
brings all the student-animals in class together.

A beautiful picture book that highlights the human need to be close 
to nature. A female character who ignores the rules to share her own 
vision of the world around her.

A modern text 
with lots of meta-
phors

Allegorical illustra-
tions where trees are 
omnipresent

240 x 320 mm
Hardcover
40 pp
€16,90
Age 8+ 
Pub date: October 2022

EAN: 9782408038847

More than 565,000copies sold in the series in France! 

Fables Ésope
Fables Jean de 
la Fontaine

Discover or rediscover the beautifully illustrated      
classical tales!

This generously sized collection retells classic tales with incredible 
and unique illustrations that will amaze the youngest and delight the 
oldest! Elegant albums with modern illustrations.

Blanche-Neige
Snow White

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Unique illustrations Elegant format for this 

collectionable book 
objetcs

260 x 315 mm
Hardcover
54 pp - 66 pp
€16.90
Age 8+
Pub date: 2007-2021

Number of titles: 8

EAN: 9782408029180

Brazilian, German, Greek, 
Hebrew, Italian, Korean, 
Romanian, Russian, Spanish 
(World)

Rights Sold:

PICTURE BOOKS PICTURE BOOK
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More than 
140,000 

copies sold worldwide!

An essential tool for putting words on images and 
enriching one’s vocabulary.  

A picture book with 400 photos to understand everything about 
animals and daily environment. Behaviour, natural environment,
colours, records... different categories to let young children discover, 
identify, as well as understand the animal kingdom and everyday life. 
Photos in children’s non-fiction is a strong new trend, especially with 
the increasing fame of Montessori teaching techniques which put the 
accent on learning with visuals and photos.
The only two all-photo books remaining in our catalogue, both 
references and long-sellers from Editions Milan.Mon imagier de 

tous les animaux
My Picture Book of Animals

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Learning with
visuals and photos

Easy vocabulary to 
understand eveything 

Mon imagier de 
tous les jours

197 x 256 mm  
Hardcover 
108 pp 
€13.90
Age 1+ 
Pub date: September 2019

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9782408014582

Rights Sold:
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Comment ça 
pousse ?
How Does It Grow?

By Anne-Sophie  Baumann • 
Illustrated by Amélie Falière

Rights Sold:

Under the ground, high above the ground, in a tree 
in the sun? How do the fruits and vegetables of a 
child's daily life grow? A documentary book with 
30 photographs to find out!

A fun cardboard book adapted to toddlers: by lifting the flap on 
which a fruit or vegetable is illustrated, the child discovers a photo of 
it in its natural environment, ready to be picked and eaten!
On the back of the flaps, a short documentary text provides simple 
and amusing information on the 15 fruits and 15 vegetables, and a 
small cabochon shows them cooked as they would be in the canteen 
or at home!
A new concept on the market!

Photos selected by a 
documentary author

Gourmet and precise 
illustrations by Amélie 
Falière

170 x 210 mm
30 pp
€12,90
Age: 1+
Pub date: September 2023

EAN: 9791027611836

Le ciel au-
dessus de moi
A la maison
Dans ma rue
Balade en forêt
C’’est Noël !

A la crèche
At the nursery

By Caroline Fabre

Candid photos of little ones’ everyday lives to help 
them observe, name and understand the world.

This new collection for children uses real photos to help kids 
recognize familiar places. The photographs hold up a mirror to 
little ones’ everyday lives and encourage them to talk about their 
environment, to name objects with a precise vocabulary.
As the child is capable of understanding this level of language (all the 
more so if it is told by a reader with whom they have an emotional 
bond), it will enrich and build their future vocabulary, turns of phrase 
and mark out their way of thinking.

Based on Montessorian education movement, this series also tends 
to make the child more responsible of the book itself in offering a 
hardcover instead of boardbook: a real tool for parents and teachers 
who want to engage the child in the autonomy.

The author, Caroline Fabre, is a photographer whose work focuses on 
childhood and the family. Her shots are tender and spontaneous.

Real photos to play, to 
observe, to recognize 
and name objects.

180 x 195 mm
Hardcover 
24 pp
€6,90
Age 2+
Pub date: 2023

Number of titles: 5

EAN: 9782408043407
A hardcover to invite 
the child to pay 
attention to their 
belongings

A precise vocabulary

Rights Sold:
Basque, Greek
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A large, interactive picture word book, immersing 
the reader into different places with 50 flaps!

A great way for children, accompanied by little animal characters, to 
become more familiar with their environment. With large, detailed 
scenes and 50 flaps to open, the child is immersed in his daily life and 
becomes familiar with its little rituals.

A large-format picture book where vocabulary is learned through 
manipulation: 50 flaps to open (give a kiss before entering the     
classroom, hang your coat on the coat rack, slide down the slide, open 
the dishes in the canteen...)!Dans la ville

Around the Town

Illustrated by Julie Mercier

kids learn vocabulary 
by interacting with 
daily scenes Flap to open

Dans ma 
maison
L’école 
maternelle

240 x 280 mm
Hardcover
12 pp
€14.50
Age 2+ 
Pub date: 2020 - 2023

Number of titles: 3

EAN: 9791027611089

Rights Sold:
Catalan, Dutch, Spanish (Spain)

Les p'tits 
philosophes
The Little Philosophers

By Sophie Furlaud, Jean-
Charles Pettier • Illustrated 
by Dorothée De Monfreid

Rights Sold:

A new, modernised edition of this book to answer 
the existential questions of little ones.

Designed to encourage exchange between parents and children, 
this book provides 3 to 6 year olds with answers at their level thanks 
to comic strip characters that children are attached to: Pomme d'Api 
heroes (1.1 million readers/month) since 2006.
Philosophy: a theme that is more topical than ever, particularly 
through workshops for children!

The signature of great illustrators for young people : Dorothée de 
Monfreid and Soledad Bravi.

This kids series that has sold more than 11,000 copies

210 x 240 mm
160 pp
€15,90
Age 3+
Pub date: June 2014

EAN: 9782747050494

Chinese (Complex), Chinese 
(Simplified), German, Korean
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VIVANT
Le grand livre
Pascale Hédelin
Didier Balicevic

VI
VA

NT

animé du

NON FICTION EN RELIEFNON FICTION LE GRAND LIVRE ANIMÉ
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Children’s first pop-up non-fiction book.

An original book based on the principle of Kirigami, a Japanese name 
that designates the art of putting elements into volume by cutting out 
paper. A two-in-one book: a documentary and a decorative book, to 
be placed open to decorate the child’s room, thanks to the elastics to 
hold the pages. 

The First introduction to the notion of physical transformation.

Aventurières et 
aventuriers
Adventurers

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Learn the words you 
need to talk about 
the world aroundBeautiful 

Pop-ups!

More than 
250,000 

copies sold worldwide!

Les 12 mois de 
mon année
Les animaux 
autour du 
monde
Les dinosaures
L’espace
Les véhicules et 
engins 
Le tour du 
monde des 
grandes villes
La mythologie 
grecque

245 x 185 mm -
290 x 210 mm
Hardcover with Pop-ups
20 pp - 24 pp
€12 - €15.50
Age 3+
Pub date: 2015 - 2023

Number of titles: 8

EAN: 9791027611546

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Simplified), Danish, English 
(Wolrd), Japanese

More than 
580,000 

copies sold worldwide!

An extraordinary animated book to unravel the 
mysteries of different topics! 

This series gives toddlers simple explanations on how things works.
A big non-fiction book with pop-ups invites young readers to discover 
the Earth and the other planets, the human body, and sciences. It 
explains everything simply for little children. 

An interactive book to get to know science better! Lift a tooth to find a 
cavity that makes a hole in it; Pull a string to give the Earth its volume; 
Discover measurements by sliding a measuring rod, and so on. For the 
curious minds!Le grand livre 

animé du vivant
My Big Animated Book of 
Living 

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Tabs to pull

Simple 
explanations of 
natural 
phenomenon

Le grand livre 
animé du corps 
humain
Le grand animé 
de la Terre et 
du ciel
Le grand livre 
animé du vivant 
(coming soon)

260 x 270 mm
Hardcover with Pop-ups
26-38 pp
€22.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2019 - 2023

Number of titles: 5

EAN: 9782408040376

Rights Sold:
Basque, Castillan, Catalan, 
Chinese (Simplified), Dutch, 
Japanese

Simple non-fiction 
information written 
at a child’s level Rich and colorful 

drawings
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Quand je serai 
grand… les 
métiers de mes 
rêves
When I grow up... my dream 
jobs

Illustrated by Owen Davey

Adults life, with all it's possibilities, presented to 
children's imagination.

Professional soccer player, juggler, samurai, mechanic, surfer, butcher, 
hairdresser, conductor, diver, gardener… 44 real or imaginary jobs 
embodied by colorful characters brought to life by Owen Davey. 
Each job is presented on a double page spread with stunning graphic 
artwork.

On the left, illustrations of the clothes, accessories, tools or utensils 
associated with each job, along with a short descriptive text. Each 
picture is labelled so that children can expand their vocabulary.
On the right, a character doing the job, often in action, so that 
readers can identify. This large illustration also includes the different 
items labelled on the left page, so that kids can look for and name 
them one by one.

This is a new edition for a succesful title introducing text and a small 
description to this show-stopper jobs-picture-word book.

More than 40 characters 
to discover and identify, , 
boys and girls alike!

Poetic, striking 
illustrations by 
Owen Davey.

A beatiful, elegant 
book; top quality 
production.

180 x 245 mm
Hardcover
96 pp
€14,90
Age 4+
Pub date: September 2022

EAN: 9782408035884

Rights Sold:
Dutch, English (World)

More than 
250,000

copies sold worldwide! Mes véhicules
Mes chantiers
Les pirates
Les pompiers
Les chevaliers
et châteaux forts 
Les dinosaures 
Les maisons du 
monde
L’océan
Mes sports 
magnétiques

Magnetology books combine 45 magnets and 10 
magnetized pages for hours of fun!  

Featuring themes that preschoolers love, these oversize books set 
the stage for imaginative play, help kids develop fine motor skills, and 
provide appropriate bite-size bits of information about the subject. 
And when play is done, the magnetic pieces can be safely put away in 
the handy built-in storage pocket.

Mes sports 
magnétiques
Magnetic Sports

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Pack up play pieces in the 
built-in storage pocket

Magnets to 
move 

230 x 310 mm
Hardcover with magnetic 
parts 
10 pp
€16.99
Age 3+
Pub date: 2015-2022

Number of titles: 10

EAN: 9791027610808

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Complex), Chinese 
(Simplified), Czech, Dutch, 
English (World), Italian, 
Japanese, Korean, Norwegian
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Mon premier 
tour de France
Tous les Noëls 
du monde
Mon premier 
tour du monde
Mon atlas de la 
biodiversité

Mon atlas des 
arbres
My Tree Atlas

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Rights Sold:

A first atlas to educate children about geography.

A magnificient picture book for children to discover different aspects 
of geography: discovery of the world, countries, holidays, traditions, 
biodiversity, nature... 

Thanks to the different maps and illustrations, children have a clear 
and global vision of the world.

Large and clear 
maps with beautiful 
illustrations

Rich and detailed 
images in the form of 
spot illustrations or 
large maps

275 x 280 mm
Hardcover
60 pp
€18,00
Age 5+
Pub date: 2018 - 2023

Number of titles: 5

EAN: 9782408032111

NON FICTION

Bayard once again looks at the difficult questions       
parents sometimes need help in answering.

A book that threatens important subjects to children under the format 
of story, both psychologic and societal. Adults and children can share 
and exchange their feelings and learn how to deal with these themes. 
Discover 6 illustrated tales, to open up avenues of reflection, 
encourage exchanges between children and adults and provide, who 
knows, a little help to live better together.

Les questions 
des petits sur 
la guerre et les 
méchants
Little questions about War 
and Bad Guys

By Marie Aubinais • 
Illustrated by various artists

Little dialogues using 
animal characters
lead on to a dialogue 
between parents and 
children

In Comic book style to 
engage children

LES QUESTIONS DES PETITS

Les questions
des petits sur
la mort
Les questions
des petits sur
les émotions
Les grandes
questions de
Gaston
Les questions
des petits sur
les religions
Les questions
des petits sur
les méchants

Gaston, le 
petit
garçon qui
n’arrêtait pas
de poser des
questions
Les questions 
des petits 
pour faire la 
paix
Les questions 
des petits sur 
Dieu

More than 126,000 copies  sold worldwide!

180 x 180 mm
Softcover
112 pp - 144 pp
€14.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: 2010 - 2023

Number of titles: 9

EAN: 9791036353550

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Complex), Korean, 
Spanish (Mexico)
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Que d'émotions !
So Many Emotions!

By Agatha Liévin-Bazin 
and Charlotte Duranton 
• Illustrated by Magali 
Attiogbé

A big interactive book to learn how to identify and 
understand different animals' emotions.

Joy, anger, surprise, sadness and even empathy… Animals can feel all 
these things too! But they don’t always express these emotions the 
way you would expect.

This book shows children that most animals, whether vertebrates or 
mollusks, have feelings! Six simple emotions (joy, sadness, anger, 
surprise, disgust and fear) are set in parallel with human emotions so 
that children can better understand how different animals express 
them.

More than a dozen flaps to lift up, to compare and discover more 
(with some surprises). 
At the end of the book, children can test their knowledge and guess 
which emotions the animals are feeling.

More than a dozen 
flaps to lift up, to 
compare, discover, 
etc.

An informative 
text written by 
two doctors in 
ethology

230 x 280 mm
Hardcover
32 pp
€17,90
Age 6+
Pub date: September 2022

EAN: 9782408028817

Accurate and engaging 
illustrations showca-
sing a wide range of 
emotions!

Rights Sold:

L’histoire du 
monde illustrée
Illustrated World History

By Bruno Muscat • 
Illustrated by Kiko

A large, illustrated format, including cards and 
quizzes, to discover the history of the world

A large, beautiful book that presents the illustrated history of the 
world, from prehistoric times to today. The book is divided into 5 
periods: Prehistoric Times, Antiquity, Middle Ages, Modern Times and 
Contemporary Times.

Each section includes a large map to better place the events in time, 
a big illustrated timeline, key points to remember explained in simple 
terms, and a quiz to check your knowledge while having fun.

A fun and well-
documented 
approach, 
with lots of 
illustrations

An accessible 
presentation, 
divided into 
historical 
periods

225 x 365 mm
Hardcover
48 pp
€12.50
Age 6+ 
Pub date: March 2022 

EAN : 9791036331602

Rights Sold:
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Amazing records, striking 
photos, incredible anecdotes

Tout sur tout
Everything About Everything

By Bruno Muscat, Rémi 
Chaurand, Mathieu Rocher • 
Illustrated by Emile Bravo

A new up-to-date edition of this off-the-wall 
encyclopedia for 7- to 11-year-olds.
Science, ecology, sport, animals, history, video games, general 
knowledge, and more... Learn a bunch of facts while having fun!

A book written by journalists from Astrapi (654,000 copies every 15 
days) with all their favorite news.

170 x 225mm
240 pp
€14,90
Age 7+
Pub date: March 2023

EAN: 9791036345005

Rights Sold:
Korean

Plunge into nature thanks to the laser die-cuts in 
this original book with its poetic story

What goes on at night, or in the early morning, in the nature? With this 
elegant play on chiaroscuro, we discover the life of the inhabitants, 
enhanced by the poetic narration. 
The delicacy of the die-cuts gives a new dimension to the theme, 
inviting us to discover the alveolus inside the hive, the spider weaving 
her web or what goes on in the savannah. 

Refined illustrations, quite different from what we usually find in 
children’s books, combining documentary precision and aesthetic 
qualities.

Au creux des 
arbres
In the Hollow of Trees

By Emmanuelle Figueras 
• Illustrated by Vincent 
Berthou and Alexandre Vidal

A big format to 
enjoy the die-cuts 
to the full Stylised drawing, 

elegant illustrations 

260 x 280 mm
Hardcover with laser cuts
28 pp
€18.00
Age 6+ 
Pub date: 2022

EAN: 9782408024048

Rights Sold:
German
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A giant book presenting the most astonishing 
records! 

Discover the biggest, the tallest, the widest, the craziest vehicles 
and machines on land, on sea and in the air! But also, the tallest, the 
biggest, the most ancient, the prickliest, the most sprawling trees, 
those with incredible roots or the most surprising smells, those that 
grow fastest and even those you might think came from outer space!

Find out about these incredible records in pictures with sublime               
illustrations, shown to their best in a spacious, elegant lay-out. 
Comparative tables give readers a clear idea of the exceptional 
dimensions of these vehicles and trees. The texts are brief – pride of 
place given to illustrations and their captions.

A generous bouquet of discoveries!

Grandiose
By VARIOUS AUHTORS

Simple and clear 
informations on the 
subject 

Beautiful illustrations in 
the foreground

Géants

270 x 370 mm
Hardcover 
48 pp
€19.90
Age 8+ 
Pub date: 2018 - 2019

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9782408005566

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), Dutch, 
Korean, Russian

Milan presents more than 200 models of 
emblematic automobiles, bikes, motorbikes and 
planes to captivate young readers! 

Enthuse their passion, incite their astonishment and admiration
for vehicles that are incredibly beautiful. Rolls-Royce or Ford T, 
Batmobile, Golf , Yamaha 500XT from Paris-Dakar, Vespa Elettrica 
2019, an so on. Discover a magnificent panorama of vehicles that
inspire our dreams. From the end of the 19th century to nowadays, 
learn everything about vehicles. 

A veritable catalogue, richly illustrated, to discover, admire, dip into 
and share with friends!

Avions
Airplanes

Illustrated by Paul Craft and 
Joseph Murray

Information that gets 
straight to essential to 
learn and dream

All the illustrated models 
have a caption: the name of 
the model, the manufacturer, 
year and country of 
production

Autos
Motos

More than 15,000 copies sold worldwide!

260 x 300 mm
Hardcover 
64 pp
€15.90
Age 8+ 
Pub date: 2018 - 2022

Number of titles: 3

EAN: 9782408041229

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), Korean, 
Russian
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La très longue 
histoire de 
l’Univers
The Very Long History Of The 
Universe

By David Marchand 
and Guillaume Prévôt 
• Illustrated by Daniel 
Diosdado

A gorgeous looking narrative non-fiction book, 
about the history of the universe, from the Big 
Bang to its future evolution.

A story full of scientific data and explanations, as well as           
anecdotes, that tackles fascinating themes, such as transparent 
matter, alien life, and the cosmos’ great mysteries…

With an original narrative style and take on the history of the     
universe, this book explores the questions kids wonder about, with 
digestible researched data, and places them in chronological order.

This book tells the story of 
the universe from the past, 
present and future, taking into 
account all the latest research 
and discoveries

A stand out from encyclope-
dias and traditional science 
books for its structure, 
illustrative style and lively, 
sometimes poetic, tone

235 x 300 mm
Hardcover
48 pp
€14.90
Age 8+
Pub date: September 2021

EAN: 9782408029678

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified)

Phénoménal
By Philippe Nessmann • 
Illustrated by  Alex Asfour

Discover the most exceptional and spectacular 
natural phenomena, in a beautifully illustrated, big 
format book. 

This nature book encourages children to respect and protect the 
environment, by celebrating the Earth’s extraordinary beauty and 
the richness of its living organisms. It is awe-inspiring and raises 
awareness about the fragility of our planet and its biodiversity.
Discover rainbow mountains, a cave with giant crystals, a 100-metre-
high geyser, a pink lake, ice flowers, fake suns, fire whirls, and lots of 
other spectacular natural phenomena. 
The beautiful illustrations take center-stage, as the discreet,    
accessible and precise texts will appeal to young readers and pique 
the curiosity of older ones. 

A giant format with 
embossing on the 
cover

The text, full of scientific 
yet bitesize information, 
explains each of them

A beautiful non-fiction 
book to discover incredible 
natural phenomena through 
images

280 x 355 mm
Hardcover
48 pp
€19.90
Age 8+
Pub date: October 2021

EAN: 9782408024888

Rights Sold:
English (World)
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L’Aéropostale ? C’est un rêve ! Transporter  
du courrier en avion de France jusqu’en Amérique  
du Sud, en passant par l’Afrique : une ligne  
de près de 14 000 kilomètres. 
Le problème ? Nous sommes en 1918, l’avion  
a été inventé il y a quinze ans à peine…
Mais un homme y croit dur comme fer.  
Son nom : Pierre-Georges Latécoère.
Plein gaz, pilotes !

LA LIGNE

Surmonter les Andes
Buenos Aires – Santiago du Chili : 
1 200 km, 7 heures de vol

Défricher la jungle
Natal – Buenos Aires : 4 500 km, 
deux jours de vol

Traverser l’océan
Dakar – Natal : 3 000 km,  
4 jours de bateau

Vaincre le désert
Casablanca – Dakar :  
2 850 km, 1 jour et demi de vol

NORD SUD

EST

OUEST

Chevaucher les vents
Toulouse —> Casablanca : 1 850 km, 
un jour de vol

La devise de la Ligne sera :  
« Le courrier doit passer ! »

Toulouse

Casablanca

Dakar

Natal

Buenos Aires

Santiago du Chili

4 5
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Aéropostale
By David Marchand 
and Guillaume Prévôt • 
Illustrated by Julie Guillem

An extraordinary human adventure that values 
surpassing oneself in the service of others. The 
motto: ‘The mail must go through!’

While no plane had yet done so, men wanted to cross a desert, an 
ocean and one of the highest mountain ranges in the world, to deliver 
faster ... the mail! 

A gorgeous documentary to celebrate the hundredth anniversary 
of airmail, an odyssey full of great figures such as Mermoz, Saint-
Exupéry, and hundreds of other men and women who stepped up to 
keep the Toulouse-Santiago de Chile airmail route going.

Poetic illustrations 
of breathtaking 
landscapes from 
the sky

A calm, embodied 
and precise story

235 x 300 mm
Hardcover
48 pp
€14.90
Age 8+
Pub date: October 2020

EAN: 9782408014957

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified)

Les animaux 
artistes
Artists Animals

By Séraphine Menu • 
Illustrated by Daniel 
Diosdado

A non-fiction book to discover the creative and 
artistic power of animals

A complete book to observe animals’ skills and talents and look at 
them in a different light. 

If animals can feel emotions like humans, then maybe they have 
other abilities, like creating art? Dancing birds of paradise, weaving 
caddisflies, puffer sculptures… animals are real artists!
Each double page spread presents an animal creation that humans 
can interpret as a work of art and shows us what they are capable of!

Beautiful illustra-
tions to change 
our vision of 
living things

Easy-to-understand 
text

235 x 300mm
Hardcover
40 pp
€14,90
Age 8+
Pub date: April 2023

EAN: 9782408025250

Rights Sold:
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Les astuces
de Julie

20

 On se moque 
de ma taille !

 RÈGLE D’OR 

Quelle que soit la protec-
tion que tu choisis, respecte 
les règles d’hygiène : change 
de protection toutes les 3 
ou 4 heures, sauf la nuit, 
et lave-toi les mains avant 
et après. L’important, avec 
les protections hygiéniques, 
c’est que tu te sentes bien. 
Et puis, tu as le droit de changer 
d’avis ! Mettre des serviettes 
la première année puis tester 
autre chose, ou même cumuler 
plusieurs sortes de protections !

  Di�  cile de prévoir
 exactement ta taille 
adulte.
  Bien sûr, celle de tes pa-
rents peut te donner une 
indication. Mais tu n’auras 
pas forcément le même ga-
barit qu’eux ! Rassure-toi : 
la taille ne fait pas tout dans 
la vie. Et il y a toujours des 

solutions  : astuces vestimen-
taires, sports pour changer ton 
allure… 
Si ta courbe de croissance pour-
suit normalement son évolution, 
inutile de t’inquiéter. 
En revanche, si elle s’arrête 
brusquement ou si elle ralentit 
progressivement avant l’arrivée 
des règles, il est plus sage d’en 
parler à ton médecin.

 Béatrice Jouret, pédiatre, 
spécialiste de la prise 
en charge de l’obésité et 
des problèmes de croissance 
chez l’enfant et l’adolescent

 Trop grande, trop petite, tu ne te sens pas à l’aise dans 
ton corps. C’est vrai, c’est perturbant. Quand tu te 
compares à celles de ta classe, tu es soit géante, soit 
riquiqui !
Jusqu’ici, ta croissance était progressive, environ 5-6 
cm par an. Brusquement, avec la puberté, voilà que 
tu « bondis » de 8 à 10 cm chaque année ! Seulement, 
tout dépend de ton calendrier perso. Tu peux démarrer 
avant les autres… ou après. En fait, à ton âge, tout est 
possible. Finalement, être normal, c’est être di� érent ! 
Hélas, les remèdes miracles à ton problème n’existent 
pas. La solution : prendre ton mal en patience. Et 
console-toi : petite ou grande, tu as autant de chances 
de réussir dans la vie !

@Emma, 12 ans

@Marie, 12 ans
@Louane, 13 ans

@Flora, 11 ans

Règles : quelle 
protection choisir ?
Serviette jetable ou culotte pour les débuts

Ces protections, plus faciles à utiliser, 
sont idéales pour tes premières règles. 
La serviette se fi xe directement sur 
ta culotte grâce à des bandes autocollantes. 
Pratique ! L’inconvénient, c’est qu’elle 
comporte de nombreux produits chimiques 

et du plastique. Pas très écolo… La culotte de règles
est composée de plusieurs couches de tissus absorbants. 
Tu la gardes la journée, tu en changes le soir, et hop, 
au lavage ! Inconvénient : elle coûte assez cher, 
et il en faut plusieurs pour pouvoir tourner.
Cup, serviette lavable ou tampon 
pour les expertes
À tester quand tu seras plus à l’aise avec ton corps ! 
Le tampon est une protection interne : un tube en coton 
avec une fi celle, que tu dois introduire dans le vagin. 
Pas facile, facile ! Avantage : on ne le sent pas, et tu peux 
tout faire avec. Inconvénient : tu risques d’oublier 
d’en changer, et ça, ça peut être très dangereux ! 
Surtout que sa composition fait de plus en plus débat… 
Les serviettes lavables s’utilisent comme les jetables, 
sauf qu’il faut les laver et… se trimballer avec les serviettes 
usagées dans ses a� aires. La cup est une sorte de petite 
cloche en silicone à insérer dans le vagin. Elle n’absorbe 
pas le sang mais le recueille. Il faut la vider 
régulièrement et la rincer avant 
de la remettre. Pas évident quand 
on débute avec les règles !

Parles-en avec ta mère, 
elle va pouvoir t’aider. 
Moi, j’utilise des culottes 
de règles. Elles peuvent 
se garder longtemps, 
mais c’est quand même 
assez cher. 

Quand tu es grande, tu peux 
t’imposer plus facilement et, 
dans certaines situations, tu 
respires de l’air frais plutôt 
que des odeurs 
de transpiration !

Essaie plusieurs protections 
et vois avec quoi tu te sens 
le plus à l’aise. Moi, je mets 
des tampons le jour 
et des serviettes la nuit.

Si tu es petite, pour faire 
comprendre que tu n’es 
plus un bébé, fais preuve 
de maturité : on se rendra 
mieux compte de ton âge.

NON FICTION
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Oh, elle parle ! 
Quand les 
femmes sortent 
des tableaux
Oh, she talks ! When women 
come out of the paintings

By Claire Zucchelli-Romer 
and Nathalie Dargent

Rights Sold:

Van Gogh, Modigliani's Blue Eyes... Who are the 
models in these 12 famous paintings? Thanks to a 
game of face/profile cutting, these women speak in 
the first person.

At a time when women are daring to speak for themselves, to 
claim their place, especially in the artistic field, this realistic fictional 
documentary dares to take a singular approach by giving a voice 
to the models of 12 famous paintings. Thanks to the profile cut-
outs created by Claire Zucchelli, a visual artist, the women models 
we contemplate in these paintings become those who look at us... 
and speak to the young reader. Based on extensive documentary 
research, children's author and art historian Nathalie Dargent uses 
her talented pen to paint 12 first-person portraits of these famous yet 
little-known women.

NON FICTION

Cut-out on the front 
cover and 12 cut-outs 
inside.

A beautiful 
animated book in 
a generous format

260 x 280 mm
hardcover 
64 pp
€18,00
Age 8+
Pub date: October 2023

EAN: 9782408043148

Vive les filles
Girl Power

By Séverine Clochard, Cécile 
Hudrisier and Anne Guillard

Because the early teens are rarely an easy time, 
this guide is designed to answer all the questions 
girls ask between 8 and 13.

This new edition has been updated and rewritten in detail to address 
girls in a different way, keeping up with changes in society. thanks tot 
he humorous illustrations, this book offers a benevolent and tolerant 
vision, and a constant fight against stereotypes. All the themes that 
worry or fascinate youngsters are treated. 132 pages of expert advice, 
tips, tests and testimonials from girls of the same age. Girl Power and 
self-assertion are always on the agenda.

Bright, funny and 
beautifully coloured 
illustrations

Funny quizzes 
to know yourself 
better 

More than 200,000 copies sold worldwide!

185 x 225mm
Hardcover 
232 pp
€18.00
Age 8+
Pub date: August 2023

EAN: 9782408045838

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), Dutch, 
Indian, Italian, Slovenian
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Comment on sait 
que la terre est 
ronde ?
How Do We Know? 

By Raphaël Martin and 
Baptiste Massa • Illustrated 
by Olivia Sautreuil

A family non-fiction book in a large format about 
the long and eventful history of science… from the 
biggest mistakes to the greatest discoveries!

“How do we know that the Earth is not flat? And what is it made out 
of? How many planets are there? Did you know that dinosaurs weren’t 
grey? That the Earth’s climate is changing? That germs cause disease? 
That you need sleep to feel good? That blue-eyed parents always 
have blue-eyed children…?”

Divided into 5 major themes: 
The Earth; The Visible and the Invisible; The Human Body; The 
Universe; Living Beings
This beautiful non-fiction book covers more than 2,000 years of 
scientific history with more than thirty important questions about 
astronomy, physics, astrophysics, biology, genetics, medicine,    
chemistry, etc. 

Written by two authors passionate about popularizing science, 
reviewed by experts in the field (researchers, astrophysicists, 
historians, etc.)

An illustrated panorama of 
more than 2,000 years of 
science

Olivia Sautreuil’s spectacular 
illustrations

A text built in chapters to 
break down and understand 
major scientific theories

225 x 350 mm
Hardcover
88 pp
€16.90
Age 9+
Pub date: October 2021

EAN: 9791036323065

Rights Sold:
Chinese (simplified)

Passion danse 
l’encyclo
Passionate About Dance

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

An original book to learn about various topics, 
completed with lots of illustrations and observation 
activities.

Three comprehensive encyclopaedic books, written with the help of 
specialists in each field.

Paper back version to 
carry around easily

Rich informations, illustrations 
and photos

Passion 
Astronomie
Passion 
Cheval

96 pp
€13.90
Age 9+ 
Pub date: June 2023

EAN: 9791036360541

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified)
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STOP à la 
manipulation
No More Manipulation

By Rose-Marie Farinella and 
Estelle Warin • Illustrated by 
Dume

75% of teenagers get their information from the 
Internet, which is full of fake news… 

Here is a guide to teach 10 to 15-year-olds to decipher the news and 
sort out the real from the false. 

No more manipulation! Today’s teenagers are ultra-connected, 
constantly bombarded with information via their phones. They spend 
more and more time on social media, falling prey to the fake news 
that proliferates there. From the new world order conspiracy to false 
information about the Covid-19 pandemic, this book sheds light on 
the fine line between truth and lies.  

The authors provide historic examples of doctored images and 
explains how to see through the lies that are used to manipulate 
public opinion. This guide helps teenagers sort through all this 
information, while having fun.

Illustrated with lots of photos from 
the press, newspaper cut-outs and 
social media posts, this book is a 
must-have to avoid fake news!

An original format: info 
pages with activities, 
quizzes and scenarios, 
to learn how to decode 
the news, images, ads, 
the Internet and even 
your own brain.

165 x 220 mm
Softcover
72 pp
€12.90
Age 10+
Pub date: October 2021

EAN: 9791036328824

Rights Sold:

Créatures et 
monstres de 
légende
Legendary creatures and 
monsters

By VARIOUS AUTHORS and 
VARIOUS ILLUSTRATORS

Rights Sold:

A compilation of three fascinating historical stories 
to learn about the world’s greatest unsolved 
mysteries.

Three novels published in the collection Les Grandes énigmes de 
l’Histoire, which has sold over 87,000 copies. An original angle that 
brings together two strong tensions: History and Enigmas.

A beautiful gift book with 
gold and glossy elements 
on the cover

An original approach 
that combines two 
strong themes: history 
and mysteries.

166 x 210 mm
Hardcover
240 pp
€13,90
Age 10+
Pub date: October 2022

Number of titles: 

EAN: 9791036356339

Les grandes 
énigmes de 
l’histoire
La fabuleuse 
histoire de la 
mythologie 
grecque



Parmi les laits pasteurisés et les laits 
UHT, on distingue par ce code couleur :

 LE LAIT ENTIER   

qui conserve toutes ses matières grasses 
(35 grammes par litre au minimum).

 LE LAIT DEMI-ÉCRÉMÉ   

privé de la moitié de ses matières 
grasses (il en contient entre  
15 et 19 grammes par litre).

 LE LAIT ÉCRÉMÉ   

doit contenir moins de 5 grammes  
de matières grasses par litre.

de code couleur
À PROPOSÀ PROPOSÀ PROPOSÀ PROPOS

En 2014, la consommation mondiale moyenne de lait 
était de 54 litres par an et par habitant. Les plus gros 
consommateurs sont les Irlandais (126 litres), alors  
que les Chinois n’en consomment que 8 litres. 

Avec 53 litres par an et 
par habitant, les Français 
se situent dans la moyenne 

mondiale.

 de la consommation

du lait

On fait même du chocolat 
au lait de chamelle !  

 (C’est vrai !)

Rouge – Bleu – Vert,  
c’est le drapeau de quel pays ? 

c'est la production journalière  
de lait par vache.  

La chèvre en produit  
3 litres par jour,  
la brebis 1,5 litres  

et la bufflonne 8 litres.
  

Mais tous ces animaux  
n'ont de lait qu'après avoir  
mis bas (c'est-à-dire après 
 la naissance d'un petit).

25 l

Pour fabriquer le fromage, on utilise  
soit le lait cru, soit le lait entier pasteurisé.  
Les laits les plus utilisés sont :

quel lait utilise-t-on pour faire du fromage ?

 le lait de chèvre  le lait de brebis  le lait de vache  le lait de bufflonele lait de yack le lait de chamelle
2524
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Balade en 
fromagie
Walk in Cheeseland

By Bernard Friot, Aurore 
Paillusson • Illustrated by 
Thomas Baas, Charlotte 
Fréreau

Rights Sold:

All the passion and humour of Bernard Friot, at 
the service of cheese. From its little history to its 
manufacturing secrets, from its economy to its 
literary use, a wealth of information served up on a 
plate !

An original book that mixes documentary and humour with activities, 
recipes, poems, riddles, interviews and an unpublished short story 
by Bernard Friot. A documented and generous vision of cheese 
thanks to the cheese maker Aurore Paillusson. The superb illustrations 
by Thomas Baas add a touch of imagination, Charlotte Fréreau's 
amusing drawings spice up the texts, comics enliven the interviews 
and photos make the information more concrete.

Structured 
information to be 
gleaned according 
to one's desires, like 
zapping

The layout is modern, 
colourful and effective, 
like a magazine

200 x 265 mm
hardcover
104 pp
€20,90
Age 10+
Pub date: October 2023

EAN : 9782408033064

L’Écologie tout 
terrain 
All-Round Ecology

By Hélène Rajcak and 
Damien Laverdunt

A beautiful, practical and original ecology book, 
full of hands-on ideas.

“You think it’s time to take action to help save the planet, but you 
don’t know where to start? Then, you’ve come to the right place!”
6 major themes – transport, housing, waste, food, nature and helping 
each other – split into chapters, to encourage readers to embark 
on their own environmental transition. Anything from school bicycle 
buses, roller skating, borrowing tools, books or toys, DIY, seed 
bombs, etc.

A generous reference book to read in any order, with 15 maps and 
about 250 practical environmental solutions for everyday life, for 
readers to trace their own path into the world of tomorrow and take 
their part as eco-citizen!

An inspiring book, full 
of motivating ideas, in 
the vein of solutions 
journalism

The most eco-responsible 
printing possible: certified 
paper, local printer, plant-
based inks, etc

210 x 280 mm
Hardcover
120 pp
€21.00
Age 10+
Pub date: January 2022

EAN: 9782408017378

Rights Sold:
Korean
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Questions Ado
Teenagers Questions

By Nathalie Szapiro-
Manoukian and Sylvie 
Friedman• Illustrated by 
Régis Faller and El Don 
Guillermo

A book for teenagers to talk about intimate issues 
at during puberty.

Everything changes during adolescence: the body, the mind, and 
relationships with others. You feel different and you ask yourself a 
thousand questions! All these questions are the starting point of a 
long and exciting quest for self, which is not always easy and which 
sometimes leaves parents confused as to how to help their teenager. 
To help them deal with these upheavals, this book deals with more 
than 100 themes divided into 6 sections:
• My body, my image 
• My head, my character 
• My family, my tribe .
• My present, my future 
• My loves 
• My preconceived ideas

A book co-authored by thirty teenagers, a doctor and an          
anthropologist.

Simple and scientific 
answer to every questions 
teenagers can have 

Humorous illustrations 
to de-dramatize 

More than 20,000 copies sold worldwide!

170 x 240 mm
Softcover with flaps 
224 pp
€17.90
Age 10+
Pub date: September 2019

EAN: 9791036345128

Rights Sold:
Russian

La philo 100% 
ado
Philosophy For Teenagers

By Yves Michaud • 
Illustrated by Manu Boisteau

The compilation of volumes 1 and 2 of Philosophy 
For Teenagers, to familiarise yourself with 
philosophy questions from secondary school 
onwards.

Thirty-two questions from teenagers, readers of Okapi magazine, 
are put to the philosopher Yves Michaud. For each question asked, 
a debate takes place between the pupils and the philosopher. 
The philosopher then completes the reflection with a simple text, 
supported by concrete examples and a focus on famous thinkers.

Themes on life, truth, love, death... likely to interest a wide audience. 
For each theme, Yves Michaud has chosen one or two striking, often 
funny quotations written by thinkers, philosophers or writers, which 
can give a new impetus to thought.

This book gives teenagers a new way of thinking, to question their 
way of thinking, and to familiarise themselves with philosophy.

A reflection and   dialogue 
orchetrated by teens 
themselves 

Modern lay-out, combining 
amusing illustrations and 
photos 

More than 60,000 copies sold worldwide!

165 x 220mm
Softcover 
280 pp
€14.90
Age 10+
Pub date: September 2021

EAN: 9791036336041

Rights Sold:
Turkish
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Nous, les garçons
Between Boys

By Raphaël Martin and Édith 
Chambon

For all boys who are experiencing the strange 
mutations of puberty and asking so many 
questions!

Information, tests, testimonies and advice from experts. The pre-teens 
is never an easy time for youngsters, that’s why this guide is designed 
to answer all the questions boys ask between the ages of 9 to 13.
Seven big chapters, each one devoted to a precise theme:
•  The body’s strange mutations
• The keys of the personality
• Friendship
• Love
• School
• Family
• Hobbies.
224 pages to overcome all the changes that take place during the 
pre-teens! 
The uncontested guide for boys!

Bright, funny and 
beautifully coloured 
illustrations.

Advice adapted for 
9-13 year-olds. 

More than 60,000 copies sold worldwide!

180 x 220mm
Softcover 
208 pp
€18.00
Age 10+
Pub date: March 2019

EAN: 9782408018139

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Chinese (Simplified), 
Dutch, Greek, Italian, Korean, 
Lithuanian, Portuguese, 
Russian, Slovenian

Génération Ado - 
Le dico
Teen Generation - Dictionnary

By Nathalie Szapiro-
Manoukian and Jeanne 
Siaud-Facchin• Illustrated 
by Régis Faller and El Don 
Guillermo

The answer to all teenage questions from A to Z!

A revised and expanded edition of this guide for high schoolers! 
An original concept: it is the only Dictionnary that gives a voice to 
teenagers. It is co-written by teenagers and health specialists... 

Climate, Influencer, Fake news, Homemade products, Harassment, 
Meditation, Paedophilia and Social networking: a new, updated and 
expanded 16-page edition with words that are relevant to the lives of 
today’s teens.
A quirky dictionary that’s essential for a good High school           
experience!

All issues are addressed in 
a friendly and light-hearted 
manner

Real testimonies 
from teenagers

More than 60,000 copies sold worldwide!

170 x 240mm
Softcover 
456 pp
€17.90
Age 10+
Pub date: September 2021

EAN: 9791036318948

Rights Sold:
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C’est comment la 
première fois ?
Is It Good The First Time?

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

A solid illustrated guide to finding answers to the 
most intimate questions that (almost) all teenagers 
ask themselves at puberty...

Big or small, the problems that teenagers encounter are “universal” 
and take on a major importance in their lives...
They don’t always know who to ask these questions that are nagging 
at them... The book proposes 80 questions that are organised by 
main sections: 
My loves, 
My sexuality
My head, my body
My life at school, my friends
My family life, my parents

Each part is made up of questions received by Phosphore magazine, 
which the editorial staff answered thanks to the intervention of 
specialists in health, puberty...

The lively and colourful 
illustrations give a cheerful 
note to the whole

Verbatims from readers of 
Phosphore magazine so 
that adolescents can find 
themselves in these issues

Softcover 
160 pp
€13.90
Age 13+
Pub date: April 2021

EAN: 9791036323058

Rights Sold:

Et si on parlait 
du genre ?
What About Gender?

By Odile Amblard and Serge 
Hefez • Illustrated by Lucy 
Macaroni

Rights Sold:

Real teenage questions to tackle gender issues: 
from sexism to gender identity to sexual 
orientation. A hot topic today !

This book offers an inclusive perspective defended by psychiatrist 
Serge Hefez and Odile Amblard, a journalist specialised in teenagers 
and parenting. Bayard offers a complete approach to subjects that are 
sometimes sensitive, as in "C'est comment la première fois": serious 
texts, illustrated pages, verbatims from teenagers, figures...

A particularly promising theme 
that is becoming increasingly 
important for teenagers145 x 195 mm

Softcover
160 pp
€13,90
Age: 12+
Pub date: September 2023

EAN: 9791036354380



The collection of non-fiction books that are told like 
stories to help children discover the world. 

Top 1 series of children documentary for 4-7 years old. 
(GFK 2023) with 1 million copies sold per year!

The non-fiction collection to 
unfold! 7 games and stickers 
from an exciting world to unfold 
as the pages turn.

Large images to complete with 
stickers to connect children with 
what they’re learning.

Guiding kindly the growing child, 
accompanying him in the
discovery of the world.

An initiation to art, to discover 
artists or trends, and their most 
emblematic works.

Strong animations to manipulate 
endlessly and learning actively.

A first encyclopedia with a larger 
theme covered.

Important emotional moments 
of the child treated with a 
pediatrician and advices given to 
parents.

To learn about a sport in detail 
and in pictures, discover and 
practice it!

More pages and more content 
for the more curious to see the 
world in a bigger way.

World most famous mythologies 
told to children.

Religious stories approached 
from a secular point of view, to 
share part of our cultural and 
artistic heritage with children.

32 pp - €7.604-7

24 pp - €4.90

2-4

40 pp - €8.50

5+

40 pp - €8.50

5+

18 pp - €5.90

5+

40 pp - €9.50

7+

32 pp - €7.60

5+

32 pp - €7.90

5+

24 pp - €12.50

4-7

80 pp - €14.90

5+

32 pp - €7.60

4-7

16 pp - €4.90

4-7

100 questions to find out all 
about a fascinating subject.80 pp - €14.90

7+

Documentaries that tackle the issues as
children ask them. A precious support for
discussing with them and answering their

questions. Top 5 series of children documentary!

40 pp - €8.907+

An introduction to science with 
experiments.

Explore cities and countries with 
a pop-up map.

Learn about the major periods in 
history. Bonus: a timeline.

Everything you need to know 
about planet Earth, its animals 
and phenomena.

To understand what’s going on in 
your body and mind.

40 pp - €8.90

7+

40 pp - €8.90

7+

40 pp - €8.90

7+

40 pp - €8.90

7+

40 pp - €8.90

7+
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A spectacular edition of the best-selling series ‘My 
Little Docs’.
 
For all fans of the ‘My Little Docs’ series: a giant format (1.5 times the 
‘My Little Docs’) which highlights the impressive illustrations.
Bonus at the end of the book: a large poster to detach!

Les abeilles
Bees

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Simple and instructive 
texts of the ‘My Little 
Docs’ series 

Big format to highlight 
the illustrations

Les dinosaures
Les châteaux 
forts
Le football

300 x 300 mm
Hardcover + A poster
32 pp
€11.90
Age 4+
Pub date: 2020-2023

Number of titles: 4

EAN: 9782408038786

Rights Sold:

More than 
250,000

 copies sold worldwide! 

Le tennis de 
table
Le badminton
Le cirque
Le karaté
L’athlétisme
La natation
Le tennis
L’équitation
La gym
L’escrime
La danse

classique
Le basket
Le football
Le rugby
Le ski
Le volley-ball

Beautifully illustrated, these documentaries will 
satisfy the curiosity of 4-6-year-old.

Short texts on varied sports to discover everyting about their      
favorite activity. A safe way to start a new sport and understand a new 
discipline. 

Each book is dedicated to a sport and allows you to discover it, in 
pictures and in detail. The sports collection for the little ones!

J’apprends le 
yoga 
I learn yoga

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Children learn in detail and 
in pictures, and practice 
step by step 

Fully illustrated 
documentary

190 x 225 mm
Hardcover 
40 pp
€8.90
Age 5+
Pub date: 2013-2019

Number of titles: 17

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), Swedish
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L’Espagne
Lyon
Marseille
Paris
Toulouse
L’Italie
Les États-Unis
L’Allemagne
Lille
La Chine

A little guide to let you discover different countries 
or cities of the world!

A pop-up map that folds out to a double-page spread to see the 
world’s largest country, big time! A glossary at the end teaches the 
most common expressions of the country. 
In 16 children’s questions, the title provides information about the 
country: its most famous artists, its climate, its history and so much 
more. 

L’Allemagne
Germany

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Big Illustrations 

Clear explanations 
for young readers

More than 
700,000 

copies sold worldwide!

210 x 210 mm
Hardcover 
40 pp
€8.90
Age 7+
Pub date: 2016-2022

Number of titles: 11

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified)

La biodiversité
La vie
Le cerveau
Le climat
L’eau
L’éléctricité
Les machines
Les odeurs
Les illusions 
d’optique
Les microbes
bes

Illustrated documentary book about important           
sciences notions with detailed explanations with             
simple vocabulary.

A selection of scientific subjects with experiments that make
everything clear! A ‘soft’ approach to scientific subjects for      
tomorrow’s scientists. A dozen simple, effective activities to share      
knowledge with children.

Les odeurs
Odors 

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Questions just 
as children ask 
them.

Short, precise, 
easy-to-understand 
answers adapted to 
the child’s level

More than 
150,000

copies sold worldwide!

210 x 210 mm
Hardcover 
40 pp
€8.90
Age 7+
Pub date: 2017-2022

Number of titles: 11

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), Korean
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Roule ma poule - 
le jeu de loto
Chick-Chicken Bingo -

By Édouard Manceau

Pick a chicken and complete your bingo board! A 
whacky game starring the chicken from Edouard 
Manceau’s picture books.

A bingo game with 20 counters and 4 boards to complete for kids 
aged 2 and up, to develop their observation, matching and memory 
skills.
Bingo for little ones: a rising trend in early learning games. Sturdy 
cards that are easy to handle for little ones. A whacky chicken-style 
bingo game with a fun victory cry!

190 x 220 mm
€12,90
Age 2+
Pub date: March 2023

EAN: 9782408043605

Edouard 
Manceau was born 
in 1969 in Vendée, 
where he grew up 
in the  countryside. 
He began to work 
with children when 
he was 16, and 
really enjoyed these 
interactions. He joined the Ecole des 
Beaux-Arts d’Angers at the age of 22 
and graduated with a degree in visual 
communications. After travelling the 
world in the 1990s, he began to exhibit 
his work as a painter. Then he began to 
write stories for little ones. His first book 
was published in 1999. He has written 
more than one hundred children’s 
books, translated in many languages.

Rights Sold:

155
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ACTIVITIES JE FAIS MOI-MÊME ACTIVITIES 1, 2, 3, MATERNELLE !

More than 20,000 copies sold worldwide!

Putting your hands in the dough, pressing, cutting, 
squeezing... Recipes that kids can make by themselves 
all year round!  

Quick and easy recipes to make in a simplistic spirit: 4 to 6 illustrated 
steps, measurement of ingredients with a mug, and a preparation 
time not exceeding 10 minutes. 

This book is cleverly designed: the cover folds back to make an easel, 
like the cover of an iPad, and the laminated pages can be wiped 
clean.Mes activités 

sensorielles
My Sensory Activities
By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Step by step recipes 
With photographies to 
help them understand 
the recipes 

Je fais mes 
petits apéros 
salés moi-
même
Je jardine moi-
même
Je fais mes 
desserts moi-
même sans 
cuisson

185 x 250 mm 
Wire-O 
96 pp 
€14.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2020 - 2023

Number of titles: 4

EAN: 9782408040505

Rights Sold:

Mon livre-jeu, 
ma 1ère année 
de maternelle
My First Year of Kindergarten

By Amy Blay

A hardback gamebook with 120 repositionable foam 
stickers, for a fun discovery of early learning concepts. 

Kindergarten opens children up to the world. They learn how to 
name, describe, observe objects, and become more aware of space 
and time. This book helps them with all these discoveries, as they use 
the foam stickers to explore early learning concepts in a playful way. 
The open-ended questions and “show with your finger” pictograms 
also help them develop their language (describing, using precise    
vocabulary). The solutions are given at the end of the book. 

Organized in 6 double-page themed spreads: 
the weather, 
days of the week, 
emotions, 
body parts, 
numbers and shapes, 
a creative activity.

Created with the advice of 
kindergarten teachers.

Amy Blay 
She was born in Canada and currently 
lives in England. She spent many 
years designing patterns for stationery 
(postcards, wrapping paper, etc.). Her 
fresh, graphic and colorful style lends 
itself perfectly to children’s books.

A sturdy hardback activity 
book, with 130 foam stickers 
to stick, remove and stick 
again

240 x 240 mm
Hardcover
12 pp
€14.90 
Age 3+
Pub date: August 2021

EAN: 9782408017545

Rights Sold:
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HERVÉ TULLET HERVÉ TULLET

Dessine !
By HERVE TULLET

Rights Sold:

A mini workshop with lots of ideas for building artists. 
It's up to you now!

In the box you'll find: 
36 "What to Draw" cards
30 "How to Draw" cards
6 Stencils
A dice
A rulebook
Just grab a blank piece of paper and a few crayons, and you're good 
to go! Have fun, create, and play around as you draw cards and follow 
the instructions. 
Draw... a tree... very small... red... 
Draw... a triangle... with your eyes closed... three times... 
Draw... waves... sideways... super fast! 
When you're done, show your piece to the other players, then draw 
some more! The possibilities are endless!

ACTIVITIES

An original nice 
creative game.

A box with 66 
cards, 6 pochoirs.

213 x 113 mm
€13,90
Age 3+
Pub date: October 2017

EAN: 9782747085793

Basque, Castilian, Chinese 
(Simplified), Dutch, English 
(US), Flemish, Italian

Hervé Tullet is the 
author of Un livre 
(2 million copies 
sold worldwide, 32 
langages), Couleurs 
and On joue. 
Creator of about 75 
children’s books, 
Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises 
when he meets children and the magic 
also works througt his much-awaited 
books.

Un jeu
By HERVE TULLET

Rights Sold:

A game of colours and visual logic that stimulates 
children’s imagination!

For 2 to 6 players aged 3 to 8. By selecting coloured pawns by 
chance and completing the cards in order, children are encouraged 
to learn logical developments, rhythms and colour combinations. And 
it’s beautiful, into the bargain!
The  winner  is  the  player  who  completes  the  highest  number  of  
cards  by  placing  discs  of  three  colours.

ACTIVITIES

Cards designed by 
Hervé Tullet.

Several  levels  of  
difficulty: cards with 
3 spots are easy, cards 
with 6 spots a little  
more tricky.

210 x 150 mm
25 cards, 90 disks
€19.90
Age 3+
Pub date: October 2019

EAN: 9791036313967

Basque, Castilian, Chinese 
(Simplified & Complex), 
English (US & World), German, 
Japanese

Hervé Tullet is the 
author of Un livre 
(2 million copies 
sold worldwide, 32 
langages), Couleurs 
and On joue. 
Creator of about 75 
children’s books, 
Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises 
when he meets children and the magic 
also works througt his much-awaited 
books.
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ACTIVITIES

Jeu du soir
The Night Game

By Hervé Tullet

A superb new book by Hervé Tullet, that invites 
budding artists to use 50 cards to make up stories, 
play with shadows and light… in the dark!

A cat, a person, a heart, a plane, circles, triangles, stripes… 50 
drawings to project onto the wall or ceiling with a flashlight, to tell lots 
of stories at home or in the classroom. A simple, attractive, and clever 
box set, in true Hervé Tullet style.
Kids will love seeing fish, flowers, houses and much more on their 
wall…

A magical and fun moment to create in the dark or before bed.

50 die-cut shapes 
to project onto the 
wall or ceiling

All you need is a 
flashlight or a smart-
phone. Then switch off 
the lights… and let the 
show begin!

Hervé Tullet is the 
author of Un livre 
(2 million copies 
sold worldwide, 32 
langages), Couleurs 
and On joue. 
Creator of about 75 
children’s books, 
Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises 
when he meets children and the magic 
also works througt his much-awaited 
books.

150 x 198 mm
Box with 48 die-cut cards
€15.90
Age 3+
Pub date: October 2021

EAN: 9791036335938

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), Dutch, 
Italian

HERVÉ TULLET

Un Mémo
By Hervé Tullet 

Rights Sold:

A matching game that stimulates memory, 
concentration, and imagination!

Memorize shapes and patterns to make pairs.
Associate cards to make paths: a game full of surprises! 
44 double-sided cards and the rules of the game.

Imagination and interactivity: Hervé Tullet’s name has become a 
reference in this sector.

Hervé Tullet breathes new life into a simple, basic game!

ACTIVITIES

110 x 150 mm
44 cards
€13.90
Age 3+
Pub date: October 2018

EAN: 9782747099608

Basque, Castilian, Chinese 
(Simplified), English (World), 
Italian, Polish

Hervé Tullet is the 
author of Un livre 
(2 million copies 
sold worldwide, 32 
langages), Couleurs 
and On joue. 
Creator of about 75 
children’s books, 
Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises 
when he meets children and the magic 
also works througt his much-awaited 
books.
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Une Expo idéale
The Ideal Workshop 

By Hervé Tullet

An interactive picture book full of surprises, to explore 
an inspiring, creative, happy and ideal “exhibition” of 
Hervé Tullet’s work.

Hervé Tullet invites readers to touch and LOOK. Explore this artist 
book like a real exhibition.
The windows and superimpositions bring the works of art to life, play 
with our eyes and invite us to create an explosion of colors, shapes 
and inspiration. 

After The Ideal Exhibition (the boxset) which allows mini artists to 
create and engage with art on their own, The Ideal Workshop is an 
opportunity to see and play with Herve’s own take on it. These are a 
perfect set that compliment each other!

Simple lines and dots 
become a real festival 
for the eyes.

Adapted from the web-series, 
www.lexpoideale.com, relayed 
throughout the world 

210 x 270 mm
Wire-O, Die-cut, Flaps, 
Removable parts
48 pp
€19.90
Age 4+
Pub date: October 2021

EAN: 9791036320408

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified)

Hervé Tullet is the 
author of Un livre 
(2 million copies 
sold worldwide, 32 
langages), Couleurs 
and On joue. 
Creator of about 75 
children’s books, 
Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises 
when he meets children and the magic 
also works througt his much-awaited 
books.

L’Expo Idéale
The Ideal Workshop - Box Set

By Hervé Tullet

14 art workshops with Hervé Tullet, to set up your 
very own exhibition, alone or with friends... Fun, 
creative, happy, ideal !

Hervé Tullet, an artist who creates fun and uninhibited art, invites 
the young and old to unleash their creativity. Children can use basic 
techniques to sharpen their eye and        transform simple drawings 
into works of art. 

14 art workshops to create your ideal exhibition, alone or with others, 
in a classroom, child’s bedroom, or even a shoebox! The box set 
includes:
64 sheets of patterned paper
6 sheets of assorted paper
1 detailed instructions booklet 
1 inspiration catalogue of ideal exhibitions all over the world
Alone or with others, children can use basic techniques to sharpen 
their eye and transform simple drawings into works of art.

They can then submit photos of their creations on the “expoideale.
com” website and take part in the big collective ideal exhibition.

Drawing, tearing, 
sticking, crumpling, 
folding, assembling… 
and sharpening your 
eye.

Different kinds of paper to create 
with + detailed instructions for 14 
creative activities + an inspiration 
catalogue of ideal exhibitions all 
over the world

340 x 245 mm
1 box, 64 sheets of 
patterned paper, 6 sheets of 
assorted
paper, 1 detailed instructions 
booklet for, 14 creative 
workshops, 1 inspiration
catalogue of ideal 
exhibitions all over the 
world
108 pp
€19.90
Age 4+ 
Pub date: September 2020

EAN: 9791036320415

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Chinese (Simplified),  
Dutch, Korean, Italian

Hervé Tullet is the 
author of Un livre 
(2 million copies 
sold worldwide, 32 
langages), Couleurs 
and On joue. 
Creator of about 75 
children’s books, 
Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises 
when he meets children and the magic 
also works througt his much-awaited 
books.
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ACTIVITIES L’HERBIER ACTIVITIES MES CAHIERS POUR BIEN GRANDIR

More than 45,000 copies sold in the series in France!

Here is a practical and elegant herbarium to know 
everything about trees or flowers!

Depending on your walks in the nature and your pickings, you will 
learn to identify the trees, the flowers and to collect them and to dry 
them, to constitute a beautiful collection. 

With its cardboard cover firmly held by an elastic band and its spirals, 
this herbarium is the ideal companion for walks. It is the support of 
a beautiful adventure in connection with the beauty of the nature. 
Throughout the pages, children and adults l earn to recognize the 
trees and flowers, to know where to admire them, but also how to pick 
up their leaves and dry them.

L’herbier des 
feuilles
Leaves Herbarium

By Nicole Bustarret • 
Illustrated by Laurence Bar

Precise technical 
information

Both a documentary 
identification guide 
and a practical 
book for gluing the 
collected leaves

L’Herbier des 
fleurs

175 x 230 mm
Wire-O 
88 pp
€13.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: 2018 - 2019

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9782408016463

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified)

Activity books to know yourself and construct your    
personality with the help of a psychiatrist!

Through ten texts and lots of games, these notebooks to be filled 
helps the child to accept themselves and adapts changes and new 
situations in daily life. There is lots of advices from a specialist of 
psychology to help the child to increase self-confidence.

J’ai confiance en 
moi 
I Overcome My Shyness

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
80 pages of activities, 
tests and advice from 
a psychologist

A benevolent 
communication 
and the know-
how of the Astrapi 
editorial staff

Finie la timidité!

190 x 260 mm
Hardcover 
80 pp
€11.90
Age 7+ 
Pub date: 2018 - 2022

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9791036347153

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified)
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Louis EspinassousLouis Espinassous

Sébastien Chebret • Amandine LabarreSébastien Chebret • Amandine Labarre

DEVINE QUI JE SUISACTIVITIESACTIVITIES ACCROS DE LA NATURE

Reines et Rois 
de France
Femmes 
illustres

La mythologie 
grecque
Greek Mythology

By Pascal Prévot • Illustrated 
by VARIOUS ARTISTS

A “who dunnit” to learn about 15 figures from Greek 
mythology through play

Gods, goddesses, heroes, heroines, monsters… 15 stories about 
the adventures of famous figures in Greek mythology, in which every 
detail counts!

The 15 portraits on 
the cover can be 
hidden with a clever 
sliding tabs system

An immersion into 
Greek mythology 
while sorting through 
information to play

215 x 245 mm
Hardcover
40 pp
€13,90
Age 8+
Pub date: March 2023

Number of titles: 3

EAN: 9782408012335

Rights Sold:

Highly illustrated books and practical guides, this
longseller backlist series is getting a modern and fresh 
revamp!

Kicked of with two titles, this activity series invites young readers to 
delve into nature and exploit its resources in an original and hands-
on way! Each title presents fifty projects with detailed technical 
explanation for each one. 

A must for all nature-lovers!

Jeux de piste et 
chasses au trésor
Scavenger And Treasure Hunts

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Clear and inspiring 
illustrations, between 
production and 
reflection, art and 
expertise

Step-by-step 
instructions to 
make a variety of 
objects

Pars à la pêche
Installe ton 
camp dans la 
forêt
Construis ta 
cabane

225 x 260 mm
Hardcover 
64 pp
€12.50
Age 8+ 
Pub date: 2021 - 2023

Number of titles: 4

EAN: 9782408033316

Rights Sold:
Dutch, Finnish, German
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ACTIVITIES ÉNIGMES À TOUS LES ÉTAGES  ACTIVITIES LES ENQUÊTES DU DOCTEUR ÉNIGMUS

More than 
760,000

copies sold in the series in 
France! 

2. Les 12 
mauvais 
coups de 
minuit
3. L’immeuble 
aux espions
4. Paris
5. Frissons
6. Mythologie
7.  Enquêtes 

sans queue ni 
tête
8. Art, 
arnaques et 
mic-macs
9. Affaires très 
spatiales
10. 
Dingueries et 
Dragons

A series of clever book-games where the reader will 
become a detective!

A great game book with large double-pages to fold, which            
transforms with each survey for the pleasure of the reader who 
improvises as a detective. For each enigma, questions are asked and 
clues are given to progress. The reader solves his enigma thanks to 
the testimonies of the victims and the observation of interior and 
exterior decorations, then he discovers the culprit. 

1. Coupables en 
pagaille
By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Fascinating game 
book that sharpen 
young readers’ 
observation skills

the book folds and is    
gradually transformed 
as the story progress200 x 290 mm

Softcover 
64 pp
€11.90
Age 8+
Pub date: 2017-2022

Number of titles: 9

EAN: 9791036329005 

Rights Sold:
Bulgarian, Castilian, Catalan, 
Chinese (Complex and 
Simplified), Czech, Dutch, 
German, Korean, Serbian, 
Spanish (World), Ukrainian

Les enquêtes du 
Dr Énigmus T.1 
- La malédiction 
des 12 portes
The Curse Of The 12 Doors

By Paul Martin • Illustrated 
by Matthew Broersma

A puzzle book that will delight 8 to 12-year-olds who 
love solving mysteries and investigations.

A brand-new Dr Enigmus investigation.

Intrigued by Enigmus’ great uncle’s will, the inspector and his loyal 
sidekick, Tatiana, find themselves plunged into eleven wonderful – 
or terrifying! – worlds. And the only way out of these strange and 
confusing worlds is to solve the enigmas. 

An original concept:  the reader has to solve the enigmas while 
following the story. 

The reader is actively 
helping Dr Enigmus 
with his investigation.

A riddle to solve 
throughout the 
book!

T.2. - Sur la 
piste du sphynx
T.3. - La 
vengeance du 
sphynx

180 x 242 mm
Softcover
56 pp
€10.90
Age 8+
Pub date: 2021 - 2023

Number of titles: 3

EAN: 9791036324055

Rights Sold:
Bulgarian, Chinese (Complex 
and Simplified), Spanish (Spain)
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ACTIVITIES ÉCHAPPE-TOI
The first escape book for children! Resolve the enigmas 
and find the right plan to escape!

Would you be capable of escaping from Dragon Dungeon, from a 
Zombie Lab or From a Sunken City? The huge wooden door has 
swung shut, trapping the reader inside! If you hope to get out, you 
must hunt for clues to solve the puzzles. In the end, you must find four 
symbols to unlock the door and break free.

Échappe-toi 
! La brèche 
temporelle
Escape From The Time Gap

By Alice Millot • Illustrated 
by VARIOUS AUHTORS

The first escape 
game of little ones

Go looking for 
clues 

La tour aux 
dragons
Le laboratoire 
zombies

More than 
45,000 

copies sold in the series worldwide!

230 x 310 mm
Hardcover with Flaps to lift 
and Mechanism inside 
16 pp
€19.90
Age 8+ 
Pub date: 2018 - 2022

Number of titles: 4

EAN: 9782408019440

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), Korean
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Les bergers sont effrayés : 
une grande lumière est apparue dans la nuit. 

Un ange leur dit : 
« Un sauveur vous est né ! » 

D’autres chantent : 
« Gloire à Dieu ! Paix sur la terre ! » 
Vite, les bergers courent à la crèche.

TresGrandNoel_premaquette_v2.indd   14-15TresGrandNoel_premaquette_v2.indd   14-15 06/04/2023   14:3206/04/2023   14:32

IMAGINE…RELIGIONCHEMIN DES TOUT-PETITSRELIGION

Imagine… le lion
Think About... The Lion

By Caroline Pellissier • By 
Virginie Aladjidi • Illustrated 
by Jessica Das

Discover your inner-strength and power through 
the lion’s roar

A poetic and unique picture book combining fiction and meditation. 
This new collection of picture board books stimulates little ones’ 
imaginations with simple and poetic texts that introduce them to 
meditation.

This book has been written by two renowned authors, specializing in 
philosophy for kids.

Colorful and symbolic 
illustrations

190 x 190 mm
14 pp
€6,90
Age 3+
Pub date: April 2023

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9791036353352

Imagine... La 
colombe

Rights Sold :

Le très grand 
Noël des tout-
petits
Big Christmas For Little Ones

By VARIOUS AUTHORS and 
ILLUSTRATORS

Rights Sold:

Animated books to tell stories to tiny tots.

This collection of books is adapted for the very young, with highly 
coloured, comforting illustrations by renowed illustrators thanks to 
foamed lined cover, rounded corners with thumb indexes on certain 
titles, making them easier to handle.

280 x 320 mm
22 pp
€14,90
Age 2+
Pub date: 2019-2023

Number of titles: 10

EAN: 9791036346163

German, Norwegian

La très 
grande Bible 
des tout-
petits
10 comptines 
pour 
s’émerveiller
Chants de 
Noël
La belle 
histoire de 
Noël
Les fêtes 

chrétiennes
Mon album 
de baptême
J’apprends 
les couleurs 
avec la Bible
Mon premier 
calendrier de 
l’Avent
Pour te 
parler de la 
mort et de la 
résurrection
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La Bible - Les 
plus beaux récits 
illustrés en relief
The Bible - The most beautiful 
stories illustrated in relief

By Marie-Hélène Delval 
• Illustrated by Aurélie 
Abolivier

Rights Sold :

A Bible with 3D features throughout, magnified by 
full-page illustrations and lacy die-cuts.

From the Creation of the Earth to the Resurrection of Christ, this 
magnificent book highlights the most beautiful episodes in the Bible. 
The Old and New Testaments are brought to life and enhanced 
by means of perspective and sparkling colours. As the pages turn, 
children discover the heroes and spectacular decors of the Bible. 
A book to read, admire, explore, share, and a perfect gift. All the 
essential Bible stories are here: the Creation, Adam and Eve, Noah’s 
Ark, the story of Abraham, Moses, Crossing the Red Sea, David and 
Goliath, Jonah, the Annunciation, the Birth of Jesus, John the Baptist 
and the first disciples, calming the storm, the miracles (the crippled 
man and feeding the multitude), the Last Supper, Jesus’s death and 
Resurrection.

A selection of epi-
sodes from the Naw 
and Old Testaments.

A magnificent gift 
on the occasion of 
a communion.

235 x 320 mm
Hardcover
€16,90
Age 4+
Pub date: March 2017

EAN: 9782747072618

Mon premier 
évangile
My First Gospel

By Sophie De Brisoult • 
Illustrated by Marie Flusin

Rights Sold :

An introduction to Jesus’ life and words for little 
ones, through fifteen stories.

Mon premier évangile groups together the following stories: 
Christmas, the Wise Men, 12-year-old Jesus at the Temple, the 
Baptism of Jesus, Jesus calls his first disciples to the Temple, Jesus 
calms the storm, the parable of the lost sheep, Jesus and Zacchaeus, 
the parable of the hidden treasure, Jesus and the 10 lepers, the 
parable of the prodigal son, the parable of the mustard seed, Easter, 
and Jesus and the pilgrims of Emmaus.

119 x 119 mm
136 pp
€14,90
Age 4+
Pub date: February 2022

EAN: 9791036331602
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RELIGION EN CHEMIN AVEC JÉSUS RELIGION

Jésus et la joie
Jesus and Joy

By Odile Flichy

Rights Sold :

How can Jesus be a life companion to a young child 
today? “En chemin avec Jésus”, a new series for 
6-8-year-olds, shows how the values in the Gospels 
are still topical today.

1. The multiplication of the loaves (the feeding of the 5,000)
2. Family lunch on Sunday 
1 page: dialogue between Jesus and the child. To help the young 
reader see the link between the Gospel story and their own life.
1 page: the child’s prayer to Jesus
1 “bonus” page with a poem

The themes in this series 
evoke emotions and our 
awareness of the other. A 
totally new approach, talking 
about Jesus in terms of his 
emotions.

205 x 235 mm
32 pp
€10,90
Age 6+
Pub date: 2019- 2021

Number of titles: 3

EAN: 9791036304958

Jésus et 
l’acceuil
Jésus et la 
colère

Quelqu'un que tu 
aimais est mort
Someone you loved has died

By Agnès Auschitzka• 
Illustrated by Lan Qu

Rights Sold :

New illustrations for a new edition that will help 
parents find the right words.

Firstly, it lists the things the child can do in relation to the person 
who has died : ask to see them, write to them and speak to them in 
their throughts... It reassures children about the violence of their own 
feelings, their own fears about death, explaining that life always takes 
over from mourning...
Secondly, it presents the Christian response to the questions we all 
ask at such times:
Why did it have to happen to my friend?
Why does God accept that someone dies?
What happens to the dead?
Is there anything after death? Does Paradise exist?
Finally, the book describes the funerary rites and explains their 
meaning to children: why people give flowers, why incense... What 
does the sign of the cross mean?

First published in 
1996, then in a 
revised format in 
2010, this title has 
sold more than 
17.000 copies in the 
bookshops.

In book shops, this 
theme is often 
soliced.

The format of a diary 
that children will 
make their own.

130 x 204 mm
48 pp
€10,90
Age 7+
Pub date: October 2019

EAN: 9791036311130
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LES CHERCHEURS DE DIEU EN BDRELIGIONLES GRANDS SAINTS EN BDRELIGION

Femmes 
engagées
Committed Women

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Rights Sold :

A powerful new theme focusing on three women 
who managed to reconcile their quest for the 
absolute with their commitment to society: Teresa 
of Avila, Josephine Bakhita and Edith Stein.
Documentary pages to help you understand the similarities between 
these three destinies.

Popular and unifying tit-
le, based on th enotions 
of equality, justice and 
freedom

A personality rarely 
dealt with in children’s 
comics

210 x 270 mm
48 pp
€11,50
Age 8+
Pub date: 2013-2023

Number of titles: 18

EAN: 9791036330810

Les grands 
fondateurs
Les soignants
Marins dans 
l’âme
Charles de 
Foucauld
Jésus
Saint Paul le 
voyageur
Bâtisseurs de 
paix
Marie mère 
de Jésus
Pierre 
Toussaint,

Raoul et 
Madeleine 
Follereau
La vie de 
Jésus
Femmes de 
paix
Combattants 
de la 
pauvreté
Les 
éducateurs 
de l’espoir
AND MORE

Pages of documentary 
information complete 
the comics

Les grands saints  
- tome 2
Great Saints

By VARIOUS AUTHORS and 
ILLUSTRATORS

Rights Sold :

Thirteen exceptional and inspiring figures to 
discover, each with their own distinct personality.

This 176-page book is split into five chapters: The First Saints, The 
Curious, The Active, The Adventurers and The Courageous.
Discover Saint Peter, Saint Etienne, Saint Augustin, Saint Bernard, 
Saint Jean de La Croix, Saint Jeanne Jugan, Saint Louise de Marillac, 
Saint Elizabeth of Hungary, Saint Hildegard of Bingen, Saint John 
XXIII, Saint Marie Guyart, Saint Joan of Arc and Saint Bakhita.
7 of these comic strips have never been published in a book before.

210 x 270 mm
176 pp
€17,90
Age 7+
Pub date: February 2021

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9791036317453

Les grands 
saints en BD - 
tome 1
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L'Encyclo des 
chrétiens
The Christian Encyclopaedia

By Anne-Laure Fournier Le 
Ray • Illustrated by Gaëtan 
Evrard

Rights Sold :

What is the Bible? How did Christianity begin? 
Catholics, Protestants, Anglicans, Orthodox... who 
are all these people? 
The history of Christianity for children told in more 
than 150 pages.

An encyclopaedic work of reference, adapted to 8-12 year-olds. 
This encyclopaedia is structured around 4 great themes: The Bible, 
the Holy Book, the history of Christians, beliefs and practices and 
the different Churches. Illustrations, photos and maps complete the 
information in the text.
This new edition of book published in 1998 that was highly successful 
with more than 20,000 copies sold.

The only reference 
book of its kind on 
the market.

An ideal gift for 
communions, 
profession of faith 
and confirmations.

An encyclopaedic refe-
rence book that brings 
greater understanding 
of the Christian world.

168 pp
€19,90
Age 8+
Pub date: February 2021

EAN: 9791036317439

Dutch, Flemish

Et qui donc est 
Dieu ?
Who is God ?

Illustrated by Marcelino 
Truong

Rights Sold :

Reference book to help you answer children's 
questions about God, the Bible, life and Faith... 
These book prepare adults to answer children's 
first questions on spirituality in a lively and down-
to-earth manner.

150 children's questions about God, Jesus, the great mysteries of the 
Christian fainth.
Where were we before we were born?
Why did God create the world?
What's the point of believing in God? etc.

When you have to face the questions childrens ask, you need simple, 
clear response. Here, specialists and believers help provide answers 
to facilitate their understanding of faith, God and the world around us.

Authentic, comprehensive reference 
books, with more than 150.000 
copies sold and regulary reprinted.

185 x 185 mm
240 pp
€18,90
Age 8+
Pub date: April 2023

EAN: 9791036358128

Castilian, Dutch, Flemish, 
German, Italian, Korean
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RELIGION AUTOUR DE LA BIBLERELIGION

La Bible, qu'est-
ce que c'est ?
What is the Bible ?

By Anne-Laure Fournier Le 
Ray • Illustrated by Gaëtan 
Evrard

Rights Sold:

This book brings us the essential episodes, the 
important places and people in the Bible, and the 
keys to understand.

Passed down from generation to generation for thousands of 
years, this extraordinary assembly of texts has shaped the history of 
mankind. Where does the Bible come from? Who wrote it, and why? 
What does it say?

Short and easy texts with factual illustrations to guide children in their 
exploration of the Bible.

165 x 210 mm
144 pp
€10,90
Age 8+
Pub date: March 2016

Number of titles: 4

EAN: 9782747057455

Spanish (Mexico)

Les belles 
histoires de 
la Bible
Les plus 
beaux récits 
de la Bible
Les plus 
beaux textes 
de la Bible
Raconte-moi 
la Bible

Dieu Yahweh 
Allâh
God, Yahweh, Allah

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Rights Sold:

Reference book to prepare adults, parents, 
teachers... to answer children’s first questions in a 
lively and down-to-earth manner.

Among the world's great religions, there are three that advocate faith 
in one God: Judaism, Christianity and Islam. They have developed 
like majestic branches of the same tree. Each has its own rules, its own 
gestures, its own prayers, its own festivals, which are often difficult to 
understand. This book contains more than a hundred real questions 
asked by children about these three great religions. To learn more 
about one's own religion and to discover the lives of other believers.

190 x 190 mm
192 pp
€19,90
Age 8+
Pub date: October 2019

EAN: 9791036313929

Dutch, Flemish, Hungarian, 
Italian, Portuguese, Turkish
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Les mythes 
racontés par les 
peintres
Myths told by painters

By Marie Bertherat

Rights Sold:

A book that invites you to take a beautiful walk 
through an imaginary museum where you will 
discover a selection of twenty paintings illustrating 
the great stories of Greek and Roman mythology.

These stories, invented more than three thousand years ago, present 
the famous gods, goddesses and other extraordinary characters: The 
birth of Venus, Pandora's box, Orpheus and Eurydice, The Trojan 
horse, The works of Hercules, Apollo and Daphne, Ulysses against 
the Cyclops, The abominable Minotaur, etc. From page to page, the 
heroes and their extravagant adventures between heaven and earth 
are illustrated by illustrious painters: Poussin, Velasquez, Cranach, 
Picasso, Chagall, Ingres, Rubens... The book can be entered in several 
ways: through the myth or through the painting that tells it. As they 
read, children will realise that all these myths form one great story.
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